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SAIMfiT'R[][,ES

Keep this handbook at hand for any further help.

After the packaging has been removed, set all accessories in order so that
they are not lost and.check the equipment integrity. tn particurar, check
that it shows no visible damage.

Before connecting the equipment to the +/- l2V power supply, be sure
that the rating corresponds to the one of the power mains. 

I I

This equipment must be employed only for the use it has been conceived,i.e. as educational equipment, and must be used under the direct
supervision of expert personnel.

Any other use is not proper and therefore dangerous. The manufacturer
cannot be held responsible for eventual damages due to inappropriate,
wrong or unreasonable use.



LESSON B01: NTRODUCTION TO SEMICONDUCTORS

LASSON.ffiI]I. INTRODUCTION TO:SEh{ICONDUCTORS

OBJECTIVES
a

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

801.1 BASIC THEORY

The solid crystalline semiconductor

crystal structure of semiconductors
Electronic conduction fundamentals

Base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSUiEV or
psLc/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), lndividual control Unit

mod.SlS I /SIS2/SIS3 (oPtional).
The module may work in a stand-alone mode. the faults are

inserted via the on-board DIP switches: when using the external

management units, the 4 left DIP switches must be in the "ON'
position, and the 8 right DIP switches must be in the "OFF"
position.
Experimental module MCM3/EV
Multimeter
oscilloscope

A semiconductor is a solid with a regular, 3 dimensional crystalline

structure. lt is obtained by the repetition of a cell or an elementary

crystal. The atoms of the cell are connected by covalent bonds. The

configuration is particularly stable, as the atoms continually exchange

the electrons in their external orbits: these are known as the valence

electrons.

Most semiconductors are elements in group 4 of the periodic table, and

so have 4 valence electrons.

This is illustrated quite well by the crystal structure of germanium and

silicon, which are the semiconductors used most often in electronics. In

this structure you can note that each atom, set in the center of a

tetrahedron, is surrounded by four other atoms at the corners. Each of
these then shares an electron with the other. Each one also shares an

electron with the central atom.

A2-D representation of this is given in figure B01.1'
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a
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Conductivity mechanism

.figure 801.1

The conductivity of semiconductors depends on temperature. As
temperature increascs, it causes some covalent bonds to break, and
consequently a certain number of electrons are free or move under the
action of an electrical field.
A semiconductor tends to behave as an insulator at low temperature, and
a conductor at high temperature. At room temperature, its conductivity
is somewhere inbetween, hence its name.

In the absence of electrical forces applied to a semiconductor, the
overall movement of the electrons due to thermal agitation is zero,
because there is no pre ferred direction of motion.
The electron in this case moves around a stable position and does not
create an electrical current, which requires an overall flow of electrical
charge.
If a potential difference is applied to the material, the weakly bound
electrons can leave the atom and move towards the positive terminal.
when an electron separates from the atom, and is free, it produces a
deficit of negative charge, a deficit which is called u i,holl". A hole
constitutes a positive charge carrier, comparable to a free electron. Both
contribute to electrical conduction in a semiconductor.
The conduction mechanism can be described, by considering that the
hole can easily be filled by a valence electron from a neaiby atom.
when this occurs, the electron which fills the hole leaves another dehcit
behind, ie another hole. The hole shift, in the reverse direction to that of
the electrons, can be represented as the movement of a positive charge.
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The etectrical current of a semiconductor is then equal to the sum of
positive holes and negative electrons moving across a plane per second.

Figure B0l .2 is a representation of this process.

figure 801.2

As the conductivity of a pure semiconductor is very low at room

temperature, to increase it significantly, some impurities must be

introduced into the crystal structure. These impurities are of two kinds.

In the first case, the impurities are atoms which can contribute an extra,

free electron. A semiconductor doped in this way is called N (negative)

type, because the "donor" atoms provide negative charges. Atoms of
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LESSON B01 : INTRODUCTION TO SEMICONDUCTORS

this kind belong to group v of the periodic table of elements, and
examples are phosphorus (P), arsenic (As) or antimony (Sb).

The extra (or excess)electron is illustrated in figure 801.3.

CORE

ELECTRON
IN EXCESS

fig.801.3
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The second type of impurity consists ol atoms having the capacity to
capture a free electron. The semiconductor is then called type p type
(positive) because the impurity atoms are "acceptors,' of n.guiir.
charges, ie they contribute a positive hole.

The impurity atoms belong to group [I of the periodic table of the
elements (3 electrons in the valence band) and are e.g., boron (B),
gallium (Ga), or aluminium (Al).

Note that both types of doped semiconductors are electrically neutral:
although the added atoms contribute free carriers, the atoms themselves
are electrically neutral.
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Majority and minority charge carriers

In case of a doped semiconductor subjected to an emf, the current
through it consists of the free carriers due to thermal agitation and also
the free carriers supplied by the impurities. In the first case, they are

provided by the crystal's own atoms and are called minority charge
carriers.
In the second case the charges are due to the impurities added to the
semiconductor. Such charges are called the majority charge carriers.

801.2 QUESTIONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Ql The conductivity of a pure semiconductor is due to:

SET
AB
I 5 electrons
2 3 holes
3 4 positive ions of the N regions and electrons
4 I electrons and holes
5 2 positive ions of the P regions and holes

Q2 A pure semiconductor is a good conductor when the temperature
t.t.'

SET
AB
| 2 very high
2 2 very low
3 5 absolute zero
4 3 when ranging between 0 and 25 'K
5 4 it is not affected by temperature

3 MCM.3 Disconnect all jumpers

3 on-boardSISI Set all switches tt OFFtt

3 S/S2 Insert lesson code: B01
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Q3 A P type semiconductor is obtained by adding impurities such as:

SET
AB
I 2 those belonging to group V of the periodic table of the elements
2 4 those belonging to the group III of the periodic table of the

elements
3 1 antimony only
4 5 gallium only
5 4 boron in the proportion of 25 Yo, and arsenic as 7 5 o/o

Q4 An N type semiconductor is obtained by adding impurities such as;

SET
AB
I 4 those belonging to group lll of the periodic table of the elements
2 I phosphorus only
3 3 boron only
4 5 aluminum and antimony together at 50 o/o

5 2 those belonging to group V of the periodic table of the
elements

Q5 Does a doped semiconductor have a higher conductivity than a pure
semiconductor'?

SET
AB
l4no
2 5 yes, but only at a tcmperature of 0 oK

3 2 yes, but only if it is doped with N type impurities
4l yes
5 3 none of the above is correct
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LESSON B$21 TES F,N'JUNCTION'

OBJECTIVES
o To understand the operation of the PN junction

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), Individual Control Unit
mod. SIS 1 iSIS2/SIS3 (optional).

BO2.I BASIC THEORY

Diffusion, field and power barrier currents

Suppose two doped semiconductor layers, one type P and the other type

N, are brought together, forming a junction at their interface as

illustrated in figure B02.1.

+ ACCEPTOR ATOMS

- DOVER ATOMS

fig.802.1

Due to the presence of acceptor atoms in the P region and donor atoms

in the N, there is difference in charge concentration in the junction

region. This causes a <spreading> or diffusion of free electrons from the

N region to the P region, and a similar spreading of positive charges

(holes) in the opposite direction.
The holes, having crossed the junction, combine with electrons of the N
region, and likewise electrons crossing the junction combine with the

holes on the other side.

PN

+++
+++
+++

7
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Because a negative electron and positive hole <<cancel oub>, there are no
free carriers in the area adjacent to the junction . In other words there is
an insulating region, or <depletion> layer around the junction.

Also, because of the charge migration, there is a negative charge on the
P side, and a positive charge on the N side, as indicated in figure Bo2.z.

O PostTtvE roNS

F- o NEGATT,E roNS

fig. 802.2

These charge layers produce an electrical field across the junction, and
so a potential barrier, which opposes, and eventually stops the spreading
process as shown in figure 802.3.

BEHAVIOUR OF THE
SPATIAL CHARGE

PO'lYER
BEHAVIOUR

fig.802.3

P N

JUNCTION
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The voltage produced, with the polarity as shown in f,rgure 802.3, will
oppose the spreading of holes from P to N, and of the electrons tiom N

to P, while it will assist the passage of holes from N to P and electrons
from P to N.
Electrical charges of the latter type (minority carrier) generated

thermally, can flow freely across the junction, creating an electrical
current, called the minorify carrier current or field current.
With this balance and with an open circuit, the two spreading and field
currents are perfectly equal, so that the total resulting current I is zero.

Forward Bias on a P-N junction

The P layer in a P-N junction is called the "anode" and the N the

"cathode". If a voltage difference is applied across the junction, with the

cathode negative with respect to the anode (figure 802.4), the voltage
barrier of the junction will be reduced. This occurs in forward bias.

fig.802.4

The free electrons of the N region are repelled by the negative terminal
of the battery and sent to the junction. Simultaneously the holes of the P

region are attracted towards the junction, by the positive terminal of the

battery. There is a resulting current across the junction in the direction
(P-N), whose value increases when the applied e.m.f. increases.

Reverse Bias on a P-N iunction

Reversing the biasing of the applied voltage, the voltage barrier
increases. As a result, both the positive charges of the P region as well
as the electrons of the N region are repelled from the junction, and the

spreading currents drop. The current across the junction consists only of
the minority carriers, and is very small.
It has a negative direction (N-->P) and is called
ttreverse currenttt.

It is almost independent of the applied voltage,
is less than a few microamps for germanium and

the "leakage current" or

and its maximum value
nanoamps for silicon.
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The Avalanche Effect and Zener Effect

When the reverse bias
values, there is a rapid

There are two causes
cffect, or both.

voltage across the P-N junction takes very high
rise in current, at almost constant voltage.

of this: the "avalanche" effect. or the "Zener"

In the avalanche effect, the electrons acquire a high speed, due to the
the applied voltage. As a consequence, the atoms hit by the high speed
electrons are ionized, and extra electrons are freed. These charges,
under the action of the high electrical field, can then ionize other atoms,
starting a chain reaction which leads to a rapid current increase.

In the Zener effect, for a certain voltage value, the electrical field is
such that some covalent bonds break, so producing a large increase in
the minority carriers, and so in the reverse current.
The basic characteristic of a P-N junction as function of the bias voltage
is as shown in figure 802.5.

REVERSE CURRENT

\---Y-------J

ZONE OF THE AVALANCE EFFECT
OR ZENER EFFECT

Jig. 802.s

l0
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? *tcpt-s Disconnect all jumpers

? on-hoard SISI Set all switches t' OPtPtti

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 802

B,02.2 QUESTIONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Ql To forward bias a P-N junction you must :

SET
AB
I 3 apply a positive voltage to the P region , and set the N to ground
2 I apply a negative voltage to the N region, setting the P to ground
3 5 apply a positive voltage to the N region and a negative to the P
4 2 apply a positive voltage to the P region and a negative to the N
5 4 none ofthe above

Q2 To reverse bias a P-N junction you must:

SET
AB
I 5 apply a positive voltage between the P region and the N region
2 3 apply a positive voltage to the P region, setting the N to ground
3 4 apply a positive voltage to the N region and a negative to the P
4 | apply a negative voltage to the N, setting the P to ground
5 2 none ofthe above

Q3 What is the most evident e.ffect in aforward biased P-N junction ?

SET
AB
I 4 the current is zero
2 3 exponentially increases
3 1 the Zener effect
4 5 the avalanche effect
5 2 none ofthe above

1l
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Q4 In a reverse biased P-N junction what is the most evident effect?

SET
AB
I 3 the current is zero
2 5 the current increases exponentially
3 2 thejunction starts conducting considerably after the threshold

Voltage of 0.6v approximately
4 | the current is low, at low to medium voltages, then it suddenly

increases at an almost constant voltage
5 4 none ofthe above

t2



LESSON BO3: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIODE

f,ESSON Bt}$; CHARACTERISTICS Of, TIffi,DIO$'S.',-,'.

OBJECTIVES
o To measure the forward and reverse resistance of a diode
r To measure the voltage-current characteristic
o To plot a graph of the voltage-current characteristic
o To study the half-wave rectifier.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), Individual Control Unit
mod.StS l/SIS2/SlS3 (optional).

experiment module MCM3/EV
multimeter
oscilloscope with differential probe

803.1 BASIC THEORY

A diode is a semiconductor device consisting of a P-N junction. Its

current-voltage characteristic is as shown in figure B03.1.

13

fig. B}j.t
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a
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The key features ofthis graph are:

the breakdown voltage Yr, at which the avalanche effect occur. At
this voltage there is a rapid increase in current which, if not properly
limited, leads to the destruction of the diode.
the threshold vs at which the diode starts conducting easily. For
forward bias voltage values above this value, the current rapidly
increases. In forward bias the current can be defined by the equation:

where:

lo is the reverse current

q is the electronic charge which is l.63.lO-19 C
V is the anode-cathode voltage
n is a constant depending on the type of semiconductor

K is the Boltzmann's constant which is equal 1.38.10-23 JK
T is the temperature of the semiconductor in Kelvin.

It is important to note that the current through a diode is a function not
only of the power supply voltage but also of temperature. This
dependence is true for any semiconductor, and so the erectronic
properties are normally measured at a fixed temperature.

Another important parameter of a semiconductor diode is the
differential resistance 16. This is defined as the ratio between a small
voltage variation and the corresponding current variation, around the
operating point.

A diode is shown in figure 803.2, and underneath is the corresponding
symbol.

ANODE CATHODE

(qv \
[=Io.[.,-, -t.,J

t4

.fig.803.2

ffi
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A diode conducts only when forward biased, and hardly at all in the
reverse direction. lf the diode is powered with ac, it is easy to see that
only the positive half-wave causes current to flow in the circuit, as the
negative component is blocked. The simplest circuit using the diode as a

rectifier is represented in figure B03.3 a.

'f\A,
Jig. 803.3

The current flows in the circuit during the half cycle (duration of a half-
wave) and produces a positive half-wave voltage across the load. The
average value V- of the rectified voltage is:

Vm: V14 i n:0'318'VM

The rms voltage is:

Vrms:Y*12

o)

15



LESSON BO3: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIODE

803.2 EXERCISES

a *tctut-s Disconnect all jumpers

a on-board SISI Set all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 803

N.B. Voltage and current measurements will be required on some
circuits. lf only a single multimeter is available this will need to be
used sometimes as a voltmeter, and at other times as an ammeter.
When used for voltage measurements, remember to short-circuit
the points of the circuit where the ammeter can be inserted.

Measurement of the forward and reverse resistance of a diode

. set the multimeter for resistance measurements

. measure the forward and reverse resistance (figure 803.4 and 803.5)
of the diodes D1 (silicon) and D2 (germanium), and record the data

in the table (note: in some multimeters, set for resistance, the red
terminal is the negative, and the black the positive --check yours)

Si Ge

forward rev forward rev

o (See 'note' inserted above)

figure 803.4

l6

.figure 803.5
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What are the differences between the germanium and silicon diodes'?

SET
AB
I 5 the forward and reverse resistance of the diodes is zero
2 3 the forward resistance of the silicon diode is low, but higher than

that of the germanium diode. The two reverse resistances are high
3 I the forward resistances are very high, and the reverse ones very

low
4 2 the forward resistance of diode D2 is very high, the reverse one

very low; the diode D1 has a completely opposite behavior

5 4 none ol thc above is true

Measurement of diode current as a function of the applied voltage

o Connect jumpers J2, J8, J9, J5 to produce the circuit of figure 803.6

D1

1N914

Ql

R1

2X2

. steadily increase
the silicon diode

table

Jig.803.6

the supply voltage,
D1 for the current

and measure the voltage across
values shown in the following

a

a

remove jumpers J8 and J9 and insert jumpers Jl0 and Jl l
repeat the measurements for the germanium diode D2, and record

the data in the table
disconnect all jumpers from the board
connect jumpers Jl, J8, J9, J6 and the ammeter across J7, to make
the measurements when the diode is reverse biased

a

a

ma I .02 .05 .07 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 I 5 l0
V Vaio,t.

Si
V V.liod"

Ge

t7



LESSON BO3: CHARACTEzuSTICS OF THE DIODE

o for the voltage values shown in
current through the silicon diode

table

the following table, measure
D1, and record the data into

the
the

o disconnect jumpers J8 and J9, connect jumpers J10 and Jl1, and
repeat the reverse bias measurements for the germanium diode D2

Q2 How does the diode behave as the supply voltage varies'?

SET
AB
I 2 in forward biasing the current is zero, in reverse biasing the current

is constant at 100 mA
2 I in forward biasing the current is very low, until the voltage reaches

a characteristic value for the diode, then it increases exponentially.
In revcrse biasing the current is extremely low, and is difficult to
measure

3 4 the current is always zero in forward as well as in reverse biasing
4 5 in forward biasing the current is constant at 120 mA, in reverse

biasing it is zero
5 3 none of the above describes the behavior of the diode

Plotting the voltage-current curve of the diodes

o With the results obtained in this chapter, plot the voltage-current
curves for both the germanium and silicon diodes (figure B03.7)

The curve obtained can be represented with broken lines, composed of a
horizontal one overlaid on the voltage axis and by one almost parallel to
the current axis.

From the threshold, or turning point of the straight line, estimate the
threshold value V, of the diode, (the voltage at which the diode starts to
conduct reasonably well)

V V 5 l0 20

pA l,i1o6. Si

Iai"a" Ge

t8
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V volt

Q3 l(hat is the threshold voltage for the diodes D 1 and D2?

SET
AB
15 0VforDlandforD2
2 3 5VforD2andTVforDl
3 2 0.2-0.3 V for D2 and 0.5-0.7 V for D1

4 I 0.5-0.7 V for D2 and 0.2-0.3 V for D1

5 4 3VforD2and0VforDl

Displaying the diode characteristic on the oscilloscope

o Disconnect all jumpers
o connect jumpers J3, J7, J8, J9, J4 to produce the circuit of figure

B03.8

Jig 803.7

l9

fig.803.8
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a

a

connect channel I of the oscilloscope to the cathode of D 1 , (ground

to anode) ground, to display the voltage across the diode, and
channel2 to display the voltage across R1, as indicated

invert channel I of the oscilloscope and select the XY display mode
as the voltage Vp1 is proportional to the current across the diode,

this allows us to now observe the diode characteristic
measure the threshold value and evaluate the curve in the forward
direction
disconnect jumpers J8, J9 and connect jumpers Jl0 and Jl I, and
repeat the measurements for the germanium diode D2

the wave-forms displayed in the two cases should be similar to those
in figure B03.9
chcck if the threshold voltage values measured with the oscilloscope
are similar to those obtained graphically in the last chapter.

SI LICON
DIODE

GERMANI UM
DIODE

/ig. 803.9

20
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Analysis of the half-wave rectifier

Q4

a

o

o Connect jumpers JL4, J24, J3l, J27, J20 and the ammeter to produce
the circuit of figure 803.10

/ig. 803.10

adjust RV2 to obtain the minimum current in the circuit

connect the oscilloscope to display both the input voltage and the
voltage across the load (fu with RV2 in series)

compare the 2 wave-forms and determine at which times the diode
conducts

llhat are the differences in the 2 displayed signals ?

SET
AB
I 5 the input voltage has twice the amplitude of the one across the

load
2 I the input voltage has a frequency double that of the load voltage
3 4 the input voltage is shifted by 60' compared to the load voltage
4 3 the 2 signals are in phase, but the load signal lacks the negative

half-wave, and the input one has slightly higher amplitude
5 2 none ofthe above

Note that although a real diode is a good conductor when forward
biased, it does have a certain conduction threshold (about 0.7V).

2t
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A on-board SISI Turn switch S23 rrOM'

3 srsz Press "INStr

Q5 What can you conclude.from the changed readings on the instruments?

SET
AB
I 6 the load resistance has increased
2 3 a turther diode has been introduced in series
3 I the circuit has become open-circuit
4 5 the supply voltage has been doubled
5 4 the load resistance r has been reduced
6 2 a capacitor has been connected in series with the load

? on-hoard SISI Turn switch S23 " OFF"

803.3 QUESTTONS ON THrS CHAPTER

Q6 Which of these is the symbol for a diode;

SET
AB
| 4 *__l r___o

23 *)t*

32 *X+-*

4l +-----{---------o

Q7 Does the voltage-current characteristic of the diode depend on both the
temperatttre and the type of semiconductor ?

SET
AB
I 3 no, it depends only on temperature
2 4 no, it depends only on the type of semiconductor
32 yes
4 I no, it does not depend on either one

))



LESSON BO4: FULL WAWE RECTIFIER

'.1

T.ULL.WA\TE RE CTIFIE RS

OBIETTIVI

a

a

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
a

804.1 BASIC THEORY

a

a

a

To analyze the full-wave rectifier
To analyze the Graetz (Bridge) rectifier

base unit for the IpES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV orPSLC/EV, module horder structure uuzEv;, Individual contror
Unit mod.SIS 1/SIS2/SI53 (optional).
experiment module MCM3/EV
multimeter
oscilloscope with differential probe

lesson has too low an
uses only half the input
load requires a lot of

The half-wave rectifier described in the last
average(or rms) value of output voltage, as it
cycle. This is inconvenient, especially if the
power.
There are two alternatives to the simple rectifier, wrrich rectifu the
whole glthe input cycle, and so increase the average and rms value of
the rectified voltage.
one circuit - the ful-wave rectifier, uses two diodes, as seen in figure
B04.1.

23

Jig.80a.1
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This dual diode rectifier requires two equal voltages, but l80o apart, on

the anodes,. The average value V- of the rectified voltage is :

Vm:2'Vnf/r=0.636VM

The rms voltage is :

vrms: vmi{2:0.707 vM

The other circuit solution to rectiff both half-waves of an ac source is

the Graetz, or bridge rectifier. This circuit is shown in figures B04.2 and
804.3.
The Graetz bridge requires 4 diodes, instead of 2 as in the last case.

During the positive half-wave the diodes D1 and D3 conduct, and

during the negative half diodes D2 and D4 conduct. However it can be

seen that the current in the load R has always the same direction, for
both half cycles.

fig.80a.2

24

fig.80a.3

A

A\,
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804.2 EXERCISES

3 acw-s Disconnect all jumpers

Set all switches ,.OFF,,,mA on-brardSIS|

3 srsz

N.B. vortage and current measurements wil be required on somecircuits. If onry a singre multimeter is available this will need to beused sometimes as a vortmeter, and at other times as an ammeter.when used for vortage measurements, remember to short-circuit
the points of the circuit where the ammeter can be inserted.

Analysis of the full-wave rectifier

o Connect jumpers Jl4, Jlg, J24, J3l, J27, J20 and the
produce the circuit of figure Br04.4

ammeter to

fig. B}a.a

connect the ground of 
_the 

oscilloscope to the common point of thetwo ac input voltages (e.g. on the anode of the diode D5), connect
the probes to display the voltage across the load ("iR4 uira nv2 m
series) and alternatively on the anodes of the diodes D3 and D7
adjust RV2 to obtain the maximum load current through the circuit

,<
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Ql What can be concluded from these measurements?

SET
AB
1 3 the voltage on the cathode of D3 is always zero, the one on D7 has

no positive halfwave, the one on the load has no negative half-

wave
2 I the voltage on the cathode of D3 has no positive half-wave, the one

on D7 has no negative halfwave, so the voltage on the load is zero

3 4 the voltage on the anode of D3 has no negative half-wave, the

voltage of D7 is zcro, the one of the load has no positive half-

wave
4 5 D3 and D7 rectiff the half-wave with sign opposed to the input

voltage. The voltage on the load consists only of positive pulses

5 2 none of the above is true

Set the ammeter to dc,
current
connect jumper Jl8 and

disconnect jumper J18 and measure the

measure the current again

Q2 Comparing the current values obtained, we note that:

SET
AB
I 4 the results are identical in the two cases

2 3 the current in the first case is three times higher
3 2 the current in the second case is double
4 5 the current in the first case is double
5 1 the current is halfin the second case

Graetz bridge rectifier

. Connect jumpers Jl4, Jl6, J24, J3l, Jl1, J15 and the ammeter to
produce the circuit of hgure B04.5

cH2

J16

R4

D5

D6
RV2

J17
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LESSON BO4: FULL WAWE RECTIFIER

adjust RV2 to obtain the maximum current in the circuitconnect the ground of the oscilloscope to the anode of D4 (pointcoM in the figure) and probe I to tlie cathode of D4 and probe 2across the load (of R+ and RV2 ;n series)
measure the maximum value of the voltage across the diode D4.This is the reverse voltage applied to the diode
check the behavior of the utltug. on the road when the fo,owingmodifications are carried out on ,[" .f"ri,,
simultaneously disconnect jumpers Jl4, Jl5, J16
s.imultaneously disconnect jumpers I rc',j ru
disconnect jumpers Jl5, Jl6
disconnect jumpers J14, J17

Q3 From the tests carried out, the operation of the Graetz bridge can beobserved. I{hich of theJbilowing statements is true?

SET
AB
1 2 during operation diodes D3 and D6 conduct alternately, while

diodes D2 and D4 protect the load from over voltages
2 r at any moment, one pair of diodes in the bridge are conducting3 4 the signal on the load has a pulse u"t arior, cJnsisting of the singlenegative half-waves of the input signar, u. irr" aioo* o:,-bs,'tsi

start conducting
4 5 the 4 diodes of the bridge simultaneously conduct and the outputvoltage is perfectly continuous
5 3 none of the above is true

a

a

I
2
J

4

In the Graetz bridge the voltage across the.road is pursing. The vortagehalf-waves are equal to the .rp"pty ,ortage, but reduced u, 
". 

thresholdvalues of the 2 diodes' As the'supply iortuge is usually much greaterthan the voltage drop.across *re Aibies, it is iot .u.y ro ioii"l tn" .-uttdifference on the oscilloscope.

o Connect the jumpers to produce the circuit of figure 804.5 again
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? on-boardSISL Turn switch S8 "OM'

Press ttINStt3 srsz

Q4 The circuit has been modified. Examine the wave-.forms across the load,

and derluce which oJ'thefollowing is the modification'

SET
AB
I 5 a 1 pF-capacitor has been connected in parallel with the load

2 4 a I mH inductor has been connected in series with the load

3 I the diode D3 has been short-circuited

4 2 the circuit has become open-circuit at D5

5 3 none ofthe above

804.3 QUESTIONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Q5 What is the relation between the RMS output voltage

rectifier, and a half-wave ?

SET
AB
| 2 they are equal

2 1 the rms is double
3 4 the rms is half
4 5 the rms is ./2 times bigger

5 3 the rms is 1/ r/2 times smaller

Q6 A .full-wave rectilier is powered with 24V rms' Ll/hat

current through a 1.2 KA resistor connected to the

rectifier?

of a Jull-wave

is the average

output of the

SET
AB
15
2l
34
43
52

20 mA
10 mA
9mA

t8 mA
50 mA

Turn switch S8 "OFF r
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LESSON BO4: FULL WAWE RECTIFIER

Q7 Which of the following configurations is a Graetz bridge?

SET
AB
13

Q8 lhhat is the maximum reverse voltage across a diode in a Graetz bridge
if the maximum value of the supply voltage is Viu ?

SET
AB
I 2 Vixa

2 | (1/2) Viv

3 4 2 Vir'l

4 5 ./z vi,

s 3 (1/!2) viM

24
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LESSON BO5: LEVELING FILTERS

LESSON B05l ... $MOOTHING FILTERS

OBIETTIVI
o To observe the voltages filtered with C, LC and CLC circuits on

the oscilloscope
o To measure the peak-to-peak ripple voltage
o To mcasure the average rectified voltage
o To calculate the ripple voltage

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
o base unit for the IPES system power supply mod.PSl-pSU/EV or

PSLC/EV, module holder strucure MU/EV), Individual Control
Unit mod.SISl/SIS2/SI33 (optional).

. experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope with differential probe

BO5.I BASIC THEORY

In the last chapter we saw how it is possible to rectiff an ac signal. To
obtain a continuous signal from a rectified signal, the dc voltage
pulses must be smoothed out - a filter is able to do this.
The fluctuation of a rectified signal is defined as the "Ripple,', ( r ),
given by:

RMS ripple voltage value
r: ---------- %

Average voltage on the load

For the raw, un-filtercd signal, the ripple factor for a half-wave
rectifier is ^l1xtZ1'-t (i.e. 121 o/o); for a full-wave rectifier it is :

tl1nt1z.tlz11'-t (i.e. a8%). To reduce the ripple it is necessary to
smooth the voltage using filters.
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LESSON BO5: SMOOTHING FILTERS

Capacitive filters

/is.805.1

fig. 805.2

/ig.805.3

This can be achieved by connecting a capacitor across the load, as in
figure B05.1. The behavior of the smoothed voltage, and the current,
with the capacitor are shown in figure 805.2 and 805.3.

---*l- l,.-lVoc- + {t'-

Voc

Vr

The capacitor charges up while the diode is conducting, until it
reaches the maximum value of the rectified voltage.

When the supply voltage to the anode is less than the voltage on the
cathode,( i.e. the max. voltage of the capacitor), the diode is cut off.
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The capacitor will then supply current to the load. This discharge
current is shown as area 2 of figure 805.3. The capacitor discharges
during the time interval (tZ-tt). If the capacitor is small, and/or the

resistance of the load is low, the capacitor will discharge very
quickly, and the smoothing will not be very good.

When the input voltage to the anode, is higher than the voltage left
across the capacitor, the capacitor charges up again ( during interval
tl-t).The diode provides a current pulse to replace the charge lost by

the capacitor. During the time t3-t2 the capacitor must restore the

quantity of charge lost during t2-t 1 .

o Maximum current flowing in diodes:

IM:V*n{(rnc)

where Vy is the maximum voltage across the load

and f is the frequency of the ac signal

o Average current in diodcs

l^: lsl2 with [o : average load current

o Average output voltage

V-: Vnr - IM(4.f.C)

o Output resistor:
the output resistor will determine the drop in load voltage

Ro = 1/(4.f.C)

the ripple

r:ll(4fRC)

Low ripple requires a

capacitance. Capacitive
applications.

high resistance, a low current and a high
filters are generally used in low power
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LESSON BO5: SMOOTHING FILTERS

lnductive filters

/ig. B0s.a

/ig. 805.5

With this circuit, an inductance is connected in series with the load
(figure B05.4).
The inductance opposes the current variations and pulses from the
diode, and produces a current I, which lags behind the voltage. The
behavior of the current and voltages in this circuit are as in figure
805.5.
The insertion of an inductor after a full-wave rectifier greatly reduces
the current ripple. The effect of the inductor in this case is represented
in figure B05.6.

Voc- 
+ t'-

I

Voc

M7\Ji _

f,:!1 ,__*

Jig.80s.6
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LC Filter

CLC and CRC Filter

This type of filtering circuit, (also called an "L" section), is a common
method of smoothing a rectified voltage (figure B05.7).

FILTERED V

fig. 805.7

The inductance provides a first filtering of the current bumps, and then
the capacitor provides a second filtering stage. The smoothing will be
better, the higher the reactance of the coil is (compared to the parallel
RC circuit), and the lower the reactance of C is, (compared to the load
R).

This circuit is a further improvement, obtained by connecting an extra
capacitor across the input (fig.B05.8), which provides an extra stage
of smoothing at the input. The average voltage output is then very
close to the max. voltage of the power supply.
The advantages of this filter, (also called a "fi" section filter), are:
increased dc output voltage; and lower ripple. The main disadvantage,
due to the capacitive hlter is higher current peaks in the diodes.
If only small load currents are needed, an inductive filter is not
necessary in the "rr" filter. The inductor is normally expensive, and
can be replaced with a resistor, making a CRC n section filter.

RECT]FIED V FILTERED V

RECTIFIED

34
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Full-wave rectification: useful formulae

filter Condition for
good

smoothing

DC voltage output
impedance

ripple factor

C R >> l/ roC vM - I./4fc U4fC 1/(4!3. fRC)

L rrll- >> R 2/II.Vla - Ri I Ricoil R/(3!2. rol-)

LC rol- >> l/ roC

R> l/roC

zltl.YM- Rr.I Ricoil .'l2t(tz|.D2 LC)
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C ptcu-s Disconnect all jumpers

3 on-board SISI Set all switches OFF

C srsz Insert lesson code: 805

805.2 EXERCISES

C, LC, and CLC filters with a half-wave rectifier

o Connect jumpers Jl4, J24, J29, J27, J20 and the ammeter, for dc
current measurements, to produce the circuit of figure B05.9.

-+- CH2

R2

<-- coll

Jig. B}s.e

Connect the oscilloscope to display the ac input voltage on
channel l, and the voltage across the load (resistor R2) on channel

2

observe the voltage across the load on the oscilloscope, and
measure the current through the circuit
connect jumper J23 to produce a capacitive filter with C3

measure the current through the load; observe and measure the
peak-to-peak voltage of the ripple on the load
disconnect jumper 129 and connect jumper J30, so increasing the
load resistance

a

a
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Ql What e.ffect can be observed when the load resistance increases?

SET
AB
I 3 the ripple in the output voltage drops
2 I the ripple is unaltered, but the amplitude of the output signal

increases
3 5 the ripple and amplitude of the output signal are constant
4 2 the ripple of the output signal increases, but its amplitude

remains constant
5 4 none of the above is true

This observation can be explained by noting that the ripple is
reversely proportional to the value of the load resistor.

o Take the circuit back to the last configuration, i.e. disconnect J30
and connect J29. Disconnect J23 and connect J25 to increase the
capacitance of the filter

. measure the current through the circuit, observe and measure the
peak-to-peak voltage of the ripple on the load

Q2 This is the same type of /ilter as in the previous circuit, however the
output voltage has changed. What is the change?

SET
AB
| 2 the ripple has reduced
2 3 the maximum output voltage is reduced
3 5 the signal ripple is increased
4 | no significant variation can be seen

5 4 the minimum voltage value is increased

C on-boardSISI Turn switch S24 tt ONtt

3 srsz Press t'INStt
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Q3 What modification has been made to the circuit?

SET
AB
I 6 the load resistance has dropped
2 3 the input signal to the filter is lower
3 5 no variation has been introduced
4 I the capacitance of the filter is very much less
5 2 the load resistance has been reduced
6 4 none ofthe above

3 on-board SISI Turn switch S24 ttOTtPlr

remove jumper J23 to produce the L C filter (figure B05.10)
measure the dc current between test points 7-8, the average current
in the circuit and observe and measure the peak-to-peak voltage of
the ripple on the load connect jumper J23, to produce the CLC
filter (figure B05.10)
measure the average current through the circuit, observe and
measure the peak-to-peak voltage of the ripple on the load

The addition of capacitor C3 provides the L C filter with a quite stable
input voltage, with an average value near to the max. power supply
voltage. Comparing the measured voltages in the different
configurations, it can be seen that the dc output voltage increases with
the dc voltage from the output of the filter, and also with the
rcduction of the ripple factor.

fis.805.10

a

a
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C, LC,and CLC filter circuits with full-wave rectifiers

. Connect jumpers Jl4, Jl6, J24, J29, J27, Jl7, J15, and the
ammeter to produce the circuit of figure B05.ll (a Graetz or
bridge rectifier)

J247^E

Jig. B05.t l

o for the following listed changes to the circuit, measure the dc
current, the ripple voltage and dc voltage across the load:

o connect jumper JZl to produce a capacitive filter, using C 1

. connect J23 to increase the capacitance of the filter (C1//C3)

. remove J2l and J23 and connect J25 giving the capacitance of C5

o disconnect J24 to create an L C filter as in figure B05.12
o connect J23 to produce a C L C filter

L1 7 ^ I

24

24

I
J14 t

1,, ;

t

J29

R2

J16 I

t,, [1,,,I I. I=
il" I J

?"' I b,,'

kro i
I

J15 (

?'

5

t
1

J14

D3

(

-I

J16

t,,
1

lot
T

J17

?

J25

T''

J29

lrn )
T

?"t 
(
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Q4 LVhich of the circuits examined supplies the maximum current, with
the least ripple?

SET
AB
I 3 the one with C1

2 5 the one with C1//C3

3 4 the one with C5

4 2 the one with L C5

5 I the one with C3 L C5

B0s.3 QUESTTONS ON THrS CHAPTER

Q5 An inductance in series with a load will:

SET
A.B
I 2 smooth the rectified voltage
2 5 increase the output voltage
3 4 smooth the voltage to the load
4 | increase the ripple factor
5 3 do none ofthe above

Q6 A capacitor in parallel with a load will;

SET
AB
I 3 smooth the voltage across the load
2 I increase the output frequency
3 5 reduce the current in the load
4 2 increase the ripple factor
5 3 short-circuit the load

Q7 The ripple factor o_f a C L C .filter depends on :

SET
AB
1 5 the frequency of the alternating signal only
2 3 the value of the first capacitor
3 4 the value of the inductance and the load
4 2 the final capacitor only
5 I all the components of the filter and the input frequency
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LESSON 806: VOLTAGE DOUBLER

LH,SS$N B06r THE VOLTAGE DOUBLER

OBIETTIVI
o To examine the operation of a voltage doubler as the load and the

capacitance are varied

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
o base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or

PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), lndividual Control
Unit mod.SIS 1/SIS2/SlS3 (optional).

. experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope with differential probe

806.1 BASIC THEORY

The <voltage doublen circuit of figure 806.1 produces a dc voltage
with twice that of the previous circuits, using the same ac supply.

Jlgure 806.1

Consider figure 806.2. During the first quarter period (tO-tt) of the

input sine wave the diode D1 conducts and capacitor C1 charges to the

maximum of Vy.

ln the second quarter period (tftD no diode conducts and the voltage

remains the same, if there is no load present.

At the instant t2, D2 starts conducting and the current flows through

C2, which also charges to the maximum value V14.
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LESSON 806: VOLTAGE DOUBLER

2vu

At instant t3 the diode D2 is cut off. From this moment on no diode is

conducting and the voltage across the output terminals is equal to the
sum of the two voltages on the capacitors, i.e. to a value of 2.VU.

When there is a load, the capacitors discharge slightly during the
intervals (tt-t) and (t3-t4), creating a ripple, which increases with the

load current (reducing the load resistance).

. . INPUT VOLTAGE

- 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

t1 12

t\t\t\
1

,D2
CON D U CTSCONDUCTS

./igure 806.2

o Produce the circuit of figure 806.3, connecting jumpers Jl4, JZ3,
J20, J26, J24, Jzg, J31, J15

/\
/\

tr
I

I
/

806.2 EXERCISES

? ruciut-s Disconnect all jumpers

3 on-board SISI Set all switches tt OFFtt

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 806
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LESSON 806: VOLTAGE DOUBLER

cH2

i,,

Q1

Jig. 806.3

. connect the oscilloscope as shown in the figure
o check that the voltage across the load is about double the maximum

value of the power supply voltage (24Yac)
. vav the load resistance, using RV2, and check that the output

voltage ripple increases as the load resistance decreases

What happens if the capacitors have less capacitance?

SET
AB
I 6 the ripple reduces
2 2 the voltage rises
3 4 the ripple increases and the voltage drops
4 3 the current through the load doubles
5 1 the voltage across the load is halved
6 2 none ofthe above

o disconnect jumpers J23, 126 and connect Jzl, J22 to replace C3 and

C4 with C1 and C2. Yary the load resistance with RV2 and

examine the output voltage variation.
The results obtained indicate that in a voltage doubler, the ripple
voltage on the load depends on the capacitor values

o disconnect jumper J3l
o on channel 2 ofthe oscilloscope, observe the voltage present across

diode D4. Note any changes when the load is removed.
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A on-board SISI Turn switch S23 tt ON't

3 srsz Press ttlNS"

Q2 From an analysis of the circuit voltages, what modification has been
applied to the circuit:

SET
AB
I 5 a l0OOpF-capacitor has been inserted as load
2 4 a I MQ-load has been inserted as load
3 I a lO-load has been inserted as load
4 2 the diode D4 has been inverted

5 6 C2 has been short-circuited

6 3 a I KQ-load has been inserted as load

. connect J3l again
o adjust the load resistance to its maximum value, using RV2
o reduce the load resistance, and display the voltage across D4 on

channel2 of the oscilloscope

A on-board SISI Turn switch S23 "OFF"

Q3 What happens to the voltage across D4, as the load resistance drops?

SET
AB
I 2 it gets lower
2 5 it stays constant
3 4 it increases in frequency
4 I it gets higher
5 3 it goes to zero
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806.3 QUESTTONS ON THrS CHAPTER

Q4 In a voltage doubler, does the ripple voltage depend only on the value
of the capacitors?

SET
AB
l3 yes
2 I it also depends on the load value
3 5 no, it always has a constant value
4 2 it depends on the threshold voltage of the diodes
5 4 it depends on the maximum value of the supply voltage

Q5 The maximum reverse voltage across the diodes is equal to ;

SET
AB
1 5 the maximum voltage value of power supply
2 3 double the maximum value of the power supply
3 1 the average value of the power supply voltage
4 2 it is always zero
5 4 it is double the ripple voltage

Q6 What is the output oJ'a voltage doubler with a l5 Vrms supply?

SET
AB
I 2 42.4V
2t 30 v
3 4 21.2Y
4 5 10.6V
5315 V
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LESSON BO7: LIMIT CIRCUITS AND FIXERS

LESSON BO7: LIMITERS ANI} CLAMPTNG CIRCUITS

OBIETTIVI
a

a

a

a

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
a

a

a

a

a

BO7.I BASIC THEORY

Limiter circuits

Limit circuits tested with different loads
To use a positive clamping circuit
To use a negative clamping circuit
To study the behavior of a clamping circuit as a function of the
capacitance and the load resistance

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), lndividual Control
Unit mod.SIS l/SIS2/SIS3 (optional).
experiment module MCM3/EV
multimeter
function generator
oscilloscope with differential probe

A limiter circuits is one in which the output is limited to some fixed,
positive ,or negative value (or even both).

Figure 807.1 shows a limiter circuit with a limit which can be varied.

VRLtuo ,nm4rc RL

+l-
12V 

I vo 12V

:11
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Clamping circuits

Supposing the load R1 has infinite resistance, and that the intemal
resistance of the diode is zero in forward bias and infinite in reverse
biasing. The behavior of the limiter can then be explained as follows:

o taking V6 as positive, the diode conducts if (V6 - Vo) is greater

than the threshold voltage Vr. The voltage across the diode will
stay at this voltage while (V6 - Vo) is more than Vr. During all
this time the voltage present across the load Rp is (Vo * Vr)

o however when (V6 - Vo) is less than Vs, the diode does not
conduct, there is no voltage drop across R and all the voltage V6
appears across the load

o this circuit is one with a positive limit. To obtain a negative limiter,
simply reverse the diode

o the circuit supplying the voltage Vo consists of a trimmer and two
dc power supplies, enabling Vo to vary from positive to negative

values.
(these circuits are also known as <clippers)), as they cut the top or

bottom parts of a signal off).

In many electronic applications, with ac signals, the ar,'erage value of
the signals is zero, and the dc is not required. However, sometimes the
dc is needed, as with a TV video signal for example. When such a
signal (figure 807.2a), passes through coupling capacitor, it inevitably
loses its dc component, leaving just the ac (figure 807 .2b).

(b)(a)
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To restore the dc component means that a dc voltage must be added
to the ac signal. A clamping circuit (or restorer) is able to do this.

Clamping circuits consist basically of a capacitor which is charged up
through a diode, as illustrated in the circuit of figure 807.3.
The capacitor charges up, to a fixed voltage if the load resistance is
high, and this is the voltage which is added to the ac.

fig.807.3

Suppose the applied signal is an ac sine wave: vG(| : V6 sin(w t),
(see figure 807.4). The circuit operation, with no load, is as follows:

o at the very beginning, t: 0, the capacitor is completely discharged.
. when v6(t) becomes positive and more than the diode threshold

voltage (0.7v) the diode starts to conduct and the capacitor C
starts charging until its voltage is equal to the maximum amplitude
of v6(t), i.e V6

o as the capacitor cannot discharge through the diode, the voltage
across the diode is equal to the difference between the input voltage
and the capacitor voltage (figure B07.4)

\/
\/
_\J_
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--l

1- 

v

The output voltage has an average value equal to -V6. If a dc voltage

Vo (figure 807.5a) is introduced in series to the diode, the new

average value of the signal Vp; is not -V6 but -(V6 - Vo). In fact the

capacitor can discharge only when the diode conducts, and this occurs
when V6 is greater than Vo. In this case the different voltages are

represented in the figure B07.5b, where

vRL(t) - -V6 (1 - sin(w t)) + Vo

(vq -vo)-
Vo

/ig.807.5
To keep the input signal fixed to level Vo when the input amplitude is
fluctuating, a resistance is inserted in parallel with the diode (it can be
the load resistance itselfl. This partially discharges the capacitor in
each cycle, and enables its voltage Vg to follow variations in the input
signal amplitude. The value of this resistance is usually a hundred
times bigger than the equivalent forward resistance of the diode and so
it takes effect only when the diode is non-conducting.

The limiting circuits examined so far have been ones with a positive
limit, which <clipped> the wave above a certain level. Equally the
clamping circuits have produced output signals mostly below 0V.
This situation can be reversed, ie the signal produced can have
negative clipping, or one which is mainly above 0V simply by
reversing the diode.
A clamping circuit with a variable negative limit is represented in
figure B,07.6.

o)
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LESSON BO7: LIMIT CIRCUITS AND FIXERS

C mcm-s Disconnect all jumpers

C on-board SISI Set all switches "OFF'

3 srsz Insert lesson code : 807

8,07.2 EXERCISES

Limiting circuits (with no load)

o Connect jumpers J32, J38, to produce the circuit of figure
B07.7

. apply a sine signal with amplitude 20Vpp, zeto average value
and frequency of 200H2, using a function generator

cHl + R5 J32 J38
+- cH2

+1 2V

F " l,_,

l,,l
+-CoM

fig.807.7
Observe the behavior of voltage Vp1 as a function of the position

of the trimmer RV4

determine if the circuit has negative or positive limiting

What is the new limiting level of the circuit?

SET
AB
l3 t2v
2t 6V
36 -5V
45 5V
5 4 none of the results listed
62 0V

3 on-hoard SISI Turn switch S'7 troFf'r

Ql

Turn switch 57 "OM'

Press trlNSrr
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LESSON BO7: LIMITERS AND CLAMPERS

o disconnectjumper J38 and connect J37
. changing RV4, determine the limit of this circuit, displaying the

voltage on channel 2 of the oscilloscope
In the first case, the diode biasing produces a positive limit and in the
second case a negative limit. You can observe that the voltage Vp1 is
attenuated compared to the power supply voltage. This is due to the
input resistance of the oscilloscope which is not infinite and has a
value of about I Megohm.
o adjust RV4 to obtain a voltage Vo of 10 V
o check the way that the negative limit changes. Although resistor

R5 is much higher than the forward resistance of the diode there is

an error on the limit. The reason is as follows:
while the diode is non-conducting, the reference voltage remains
stable. But when it starts conducting, the voltage drops as the
amplitude of the ac input signal increases. This is due to the
trimmer RV4 which is not a pure voltage generator, but has
internal resistance, depends on the trimmer resistance and the
position olits <wipen.

To overcome this, it is better to stabilize the reference voltage using
capacitors with suitably large values
. connect the capacitors C7 and Cg, with J35, as in figure 807.8.

fig.807.8
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LESSON BO7: LIMIT CIRCUITS AND FIXERS

o Observe the reference voltage as RV4 i, varied, and compare it
with the previous situation.

The reference voltage stability increases with the value of the filtering
capacitors.

Limit circuits with a load connected

o Connect jumpers J32, J37, J35, J39 to produce the circuit of figure
B07.9

. apply a sine signal of amplitude 20Vpp, zero average value and
frequency 200H2, using the function generator

R5 J32

Q2

fig.807.9

o adjust the negative limit Vo ro - 5 V with RV4
. v&ry the load with RV5 and check the behavior of voltage Vp,
. repeat measurements for Vo : O V, and then for Vo = *5 V

Is the limit set by Vo dependent on the load resistance?

yes, for these three tests and for all other values.
no, it is independent of the load
no, Vo does not vary, only the output signal amplitude varies
yes, when Vo:0 V
yes, when Vo:0 V and the load Rc: 50 KO

vnc

SET
AB

13
2t
35
42
54
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LESSON BO7: LIMITERS AND CLAMPERS

Clamping circuit

Q3

Produce the circuit of figure 807.10 connecting jumpers J33, J34,
J35, J38 and connect the oscilloscope to the points marked with
CHl, CH2 and COM
Set the function generator for a sine wave of 20 Vpp and 200 Hz

- 

CH2

J5E

RY5

t
lr.
I

.fig. 807.10

o adjust the signal amplitude to the maximum, using RV3

. v&ry the clamping voltage Vo, with RV4

Does the clamping circuit have a positive or negative limit ?

SET
AB

| 2 negative
2 3 positive
3 1 the circuit is not clamping

. use a diode in the reverse direction, by disconnecting J38 and
connecting J37. This way, the type of limit is changed

. adjust Vo to about - 10 V, then vary the amplitude of the voltage

V6 across RV3. Check that the output signal remains locked to Vn
. repeat the measurements after disconnecting R6, by removing J34,

and note the signal bchavior.

With R6 removed, the output signal may drift slowly urrtil it settles at

Vo. The capacitance in this case is discharging through the
oscilloscope, which does not have infinite input resistance (generally
I Mohm).
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LESSON BO7: LIMIT CIRCUITS AND FIXERS

Q4 ll'hat must be done to make the new input voltage lock to the limit Vo?

SET
AB
I 2 reinsert R6 or increase V6
2 5 reduce V6
3 I short-circuit Dg

4 3 remove the oscilloscope
5 4 short-circuit C7 and Cg

807.3 QUESTTONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Qs llthich component produces the limit in a limiting circuit ?

SET
AB
I 5 the generator
2 3 the diode and its connection
3 4 the input capacitor
4 I the output load
5 2 none ofthe above

Q6 l4/hat determines the quality of a clamping circuit ?

SET
AB
l5 the time constant R C which must be much greater than the

input signal period
the distortion of the input signal
the supply voltage to the diode
the capacitor biasing
the input impedance

Q7 What must be done to change.from a positive limiting to a Negative
limiting circuit?

to invert the diode
to invert the input voltage
to remove the diode
to invert the voltage Vo

to remove the load

24
31
42
53

SET
AB
t4
25
31
43
52
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LESSON B08: ZENER DIODE VOLTAC}E STABILIZER

LHS$ON 808* ',' Z$NHR DIOII$S and YO TAGE STABITIUERS

OBJECTIVES
a

a

To obtain the voltage-current characteristic curve of a Zener
To use a voltage stabilizer, consisting of resistor and Zener
diode, and observe the voltage stability as the input voltage varies
To check the circuit operation as a function of the load

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or

PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), lndividual Control
Unit mod.SIS 1/SIS2/SIS3 (optional).

o experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
. oscilloscope with differential probe

808.1 BASTC THEORY

The Zener diode is a diode which is designed to be used in reverse
bias. in the <breakdown> region.

The Zener diode operates basically as follows: (fig.808.1)

o in FORWARD bias it behaves like a normal diode
o in REVERSE bias it behaves like a normal diode until the

<breakdown> voltage is reached (normally called the Zener
voltage, Vz). At this point, the reverse current rapidly increases,
while the voltage across it remains almost constant.
(The tcrm <breakdown> is not really appropriate for this type of
diode: the diode is designed (originally by Zener) to work
continually in this region, without any damage at all to the diode.)

55
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LESSON BO8: ZENER DIODE, VOLTAGE STABILIZER

Differential resistance

Voltage stabilizer

In a real Zener the voltage in the Breakdown region is not quite
constant, but it increases slightly, as the current increases.

The slope is almost vertical, and has the inverse dimensions of a
resistance, known as the "differential resistance rr".

The Zener diode can be represented, when biased in this normal
region of operation,by a battery V, (the Zener voltage) in series with
the resistance r, (fig.808.2). In this region of operation the Zener

resistance r, is only a few ohms.

III !".LIf q 
-L| -"rl

Jig.B08.2

The basic stabilizer circuit using a Zener diode is shown in fig.BO8.3.
The Zener is reverse biased in the breakdown zone by the voltage Vi
through the resistance R. For an ideal Zener, the voltage Vo across the

load R1 does not vary, and is the same as the Zener voltage, Vz.

The main points of the stabilizer operation are :

if the load current 11 increases, the current [r, through the Zener

drops

ifIl drops, I, increases

if the input voltage Vi increases, [, also increases

if Vi decreases, I, also decreases

a

a

a

IL...---->
I.---->

-s6-

fig.808.3
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Voltage stability with change of load

Voltage stability with change of input voltage

Refer to fig.B08.4, and assume that the Zener is ideal. The voltage Vo

across the load is constant, so the supply current I is constant and is
equal to:

I : (V1-Vg)/R

A change in the load current l; causes an equal, but opposite change

in the Zener current Ir: (the supply current I is constant, to a first
approximation)

LIS-: - LI,

For a real Zener, this current change causes a small change in output
voltage due to the effect of rr:

AVo: rr.LIr: -rz.LIL

I
----->

Jig.B08.a

IL

Refer to fig.B08.4. For an ideal Zener, as the input voltage Vi varies,

the output voltage Vo stays constant, and so does the current I1
through the load.

A change in V1 causes a change in the supply current I, and

consequently a change in Ir:

AI: AVi/R: AIz

And the change in the output voltage is :

AVo: rr. LIr: (rrlR).AV1
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808.2 EXERCISES

C ac*r-s Disconnect all jumpers

a on-boardSISI Set all switches "OFF"

3 srsz lnsert lesson code: 808

Measurement of the Zener current as a function of the input supply voltage

N.B. Voltage and current measurements will be required on some
circuits. If only a single multimeter is available this will need to be
used sometimes as a voltmeter, and at other times as an ammeter.
When used for voltage measurements, remember to short-circuit
the points of the circuit where the ammeter can be inserted.

Connect jumpers J2, Jl2, J5, the ammeter and the voltmeter to
produce the circuit of figure B08.5

.fig.808.5

in forward bias, measure the

function of the voltage across
now reverse bias the diode
connectingJl andJ6
measure (in reverse bias) the
voltage Vcc is varied

current through the Zener diode Zlas
it

by removing jumpers J2 and J5 and

voltage across the diode as the supply
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Ql llhat is the Zener voltage ?

SET
AB
I 6 l0v
2 5 3.5V
3l lv
4 3 0.7v
5 4 6.2V
62 8.7V

Displaying the v-I characteristics of a zener diode on the oscilloscope

o Connect jumpers J3, J7, Jlz, J4 and connect
the circuit of figure 808.6

the oscilloscope as in

/ig.B0B.6

o Set the oscilloscope to the X-Y mode. As the voltage Vp1 is
proportional to the current through the diode, you can directly
observe the characteristic of the Zener diode

o Note that the threshold voltage is 0.7 v, and the zener vortage is
about 6.2 v. Note also the almost vertical slope when the diode is
conducting, which means a low resistance value.

A on-board SISI Turn switch 52 "OM'

3 srsz Press ttINSrr
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Q2 What modification to lhe characteristic can be seen on the
oscilloscope?

SET
AB
| 2 the threshold voltage has changed
2 3 the current through the diode has increased
3 4 the current through the diode has dropped
4 5 the Zener voltage has increased
5 1 no change has occurred

3 on-board SISI Turn switch 52 "OFFtl

Voltage stabilizer with a variable load

o Connect jumpers Jl, J6, Jl3, an ammeter across J7 and one across
Jl2, and the oscilloscope as shown in figure 808.7

.fi9.808.7

adjust the variable power supply Vg6 to maximum, about 30V
checking the current through the diode
vary RV1 and observe that when the diode is conducting the supply
current is about 10 mA , for Y r: 6.2Y
move the ammeter from J7 to Jl3, (and consequently connect
jumper J7 and remove Jl3)
vary RV1 and observe the current changes in the load and the diode

-60-
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LESSON BO8: ZENER DIODE, VOLTAGE STABILIZER

Q3 How do the currents in the diode and the load change?

SET
AB
| 2 the current in the load is inversely proportional to the current
trough the diode (with the diode conducting)
2 5 both currents increase
3 4 both currents drop
4 I they cancel
5 3 the current in the load is directly proportional to the current
through the diode (with the diode conducting)

o reduce RV1 until the voltage across it is voltage lower than the
Zener voltage

o note the current through the diode. It can be seen that when the
diode is non-conducting (Ir: 0 A), it does not stabirize the voltage
anymore

o adjust RV1 again to the maximum resistance value, then reduce the
supply voltage until you reach the stabilization limit

Q4 lYhat is the stabilization limit in this case?

SET
AB
I 5 30V
213.5V
3 2 lOv
4 3 20.5V
5 6 5V
6 4 7.5 V
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808.3 QUESTTONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Qs

Q6

Q7

What is the Zener voltage?

SET
AB
I 4 it is the maximum dc voltage of a diode
2 5 it is the voltage between cathode and anode in reverse bias
3 2 it is the forward threshold voltage of a diode
4 | it is the reverse voltage which in certain conditions remains

constant across a diode
5 3 it is a fixed voltage for all kinds of diodes

Consider the circuit oJ'fig.808.3, with Vz : 7.5 V, R : 5.6 K{2, R1:
l2 KO and an ideal Zener diode. lYhat is the minimum input voltage
which will ensures a voltage across the load equal to the nominal
Zener voltage ?

SET
AB
I 6 23.57 Yolt
2 5 7.5 Volt
32 t1 Volt
4 | 3.5 Volt
5 3 13.6 Volt
6 4 32 Volt

lVhat is the minimum value of'R which ensures that the Zener diode is
conducting, if : R1:27KA; fi:32 V, Vz: 16 V

SET
AB
l6 27 KO
25 54 KO
3 4 13.5 KO
4 t 6.5 Kf)
s 2 30.6 KO
63 I KO
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LESSON 809: The Uni junction Transistor (UJT)

OBJECTIVES

a

a

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

The physical structure of a UJT
To measure the interbase resistance Rgg
To measure the voltages and currents in the peak and valley points
VP,IPP, VV, [V
To calculate the intrinsic stand-off ratio
To use the UJT as a pulse generator

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV or
PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), Individual Control
Unit mod.SIS l/SI52/SI53 (optional).

. experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope

BO9.I BASIC THEORY

UJT means "Uni junction Transistor", ie it is a component with a
single junction, like the diode.
Its structure, however, is different. It is composed of a doped silicon
bar N (or P) across which there are two ohmic contacts, called base 1

and base 2. In the bar, nearer to base 2, there is a PN junction as
shown in the figures B09.1 a and b. The third electrode is called the
"emitter". The symbol fbr a uni junction transistor is shown in figure
809.2 a and b.

a

a

a

63
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LESSON B09: UJT

Jig. 809.2

The resistance between base I and base 2, measured with zcro emitter
current is called the "interbase resistance" Rgg, and is typically

between 5 and 10 KQ.

Figure 809.3 shows the simplified equivalent circuit of a UJT with a P
base. The interbase resistance is divided by the PN junction
(represented by a diode) into two resistors Rg1 and Rg2, whose sum

is equal to Rgg.

/ig.809.3

ln normal operation of the transistor a voltage Vgg is applied

between base I and base 2, with base 2 positive with respect to 1.

With no emitter current Ig, the silicon bar behaves like a simple

voltage divider, and a certain fraction of voltage Vgg appears across

Rg 1. The ratio n is called the " intrinsic stand-off ratio" and its value
generally ranges between 0.5 and 0.9. The ratio is given by :

Rgt

Rg1 + Rg2

-64-
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LESSON B09: UJT

The voltage vgg makes the cathode of the diode positive with respect
to 81, at a voltage of n vgg . lf the emitter voltage Vg is ress than
this, the junction is reverse biased, and only a smalr reverse emitter
current flows.
If vB is more than (n.vgg + vD), where vp is the junction threshold
voltage, the diode is forward biased and a forward emitter current IE
flows. This current is due to holes which, entering the lower part of
the bar, increase its conductivity (because the number of free charges
increases). The causes the resistance Rg1 to drop. When Rg1
decreases, so does the voltage n vBB, and so there is an increase of
the forward voltage across the diode, with a further increase of the
diode current. This cumulative process continues until a value of
current IE is reached which saturates the silicon bar in the Rg 1 region.
Starting from these conditions, the voltage vE, which has reached the
minimum value vy (valley voltage), starts rising with the current
following the normal characteristic of a diode.
These features of the voltage-current characteristic of a UJT, are
shown in figure 809.4.

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE REGION

SATURATION REGION

l--rro
lv

fig.B0e.a

ln this curve there are 3 operating regions:
1. 0 < Vg. Vp' the current Ig is very small and the input resistance

is very high.
2.Yp < Vp < Vy: the input resistance is negative. ie an increase of

current produces a decrease ofvoltage
the input resistance becomes positive again and has

a value similar to that of a diode in conduction.

3.Vg > VV:

o5
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Sawtooth generator

The characteristic points are:

l. Vp is called the peak voltage and is equal to:

Vp:nVgZgt+VD.
2.YV is called the valley voltage

3. tV is the valley current

The uni junction transistor is generally used in switching, timing,
trigger circuits and as a pulse generator.

The circuit of the figure 809.5 can be used as pulse generator, as a
trigger circuit or as a sawtooth signal generator.

fig.809.5

At the beginning of the cycle, the capacitor is discharged, and so the
emitter is reverse biased because of the voltage on R1. Then the

capacitor charges through R3 with a time constant of R3.C. When the

voltage across C reaches the peak voltage of the UJT, it starts
conducting, enabling the capacitor to discharge through Rg1 and R1

to reach the minimum voltage which is slightly different to the valley
voltage. At this point the UJT blocks, and the cycle can start again.
The signals at different points of the circuit are shown in figure 809.6.

UJT
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fig.809.6

As can be seen in this figure, the capacitor discharge causes positive
pulses across R1 and negative pulses across R2, whose duration

depends on the time constant (R1 + Rg1).C.
The dc components of Vp1 and Vp2 are determined by the normal or
<quiescenb) current, flowing through these two resistors with no input
signal on the emitter. The amplitudes of the pulses Vg2 and Vg 1 can

be different as they are determined by the resistors R1, R2, Rg2.
The frequency f of the signal, (if the discharge rime is negligible
compared to the charging time), is found using (T : Tl + T2 x T ):

-l

R3.C.ln( l- n )

From this relation it can be seen that the frequency is independent of
the power supply voltage

f-
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Square-wave generator

The previous circuit can be changed to obtain a square wave generator
(figure 809.7)

/ig.809.7

At the beginning of the cycle, the UJT is cut off because C is
discharged. Then the capacitor charges through R3 and D1 until its

voltage reaches the peak voltage. At that instant, the UJT starts
conducting as it is connected to the power supply through R3. The

capacitor, which is isolated from the UJT due to D1, discharges

through the resistor R4.

When the voltage across P.4.llC falls below the valley voltage, the UJT

cuts off and the cycle can begin again. The signals at different points
of the circuit are represented in figure B09.8.

vc

VP

VB2

VB2 mox

VB2 min

fig.80e.8

The period T of this signal is function of the charge and discharge
times of the capacitor. So, it depends on C, R3 and R4 as follows:

VE

VP

82

UJT

r \ / v
/

i/
I

t

trl
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E-VV Vp
T: R3 C ln (-----, + R4 C ln (----)

E-Vp Vy

lvP
= R3 C ln G--:-, + R4 C ln (-..--)

l_n vy

809.2 EXERCISES

Measurement of the interbase resistance RBB

The pin out of the UJT 2N2646 used in these exercises is shown in

Jig. 809.9

o Set the multimeter to the 100 f) resistor range, and measure the
resistances R2_3 and R3_2

Ql Are the 2 obtained results equal? And what are they?

SET
AB
I 5 they are not equal; RZg : I K(), R32:0 A
2 3 they are equal , and about lMO
3 I no, they are not equal; RZ: : I Kf), R:Z : I Mf,
4 2 they are equal and their value is between 2Ke and lOKO
5 4 they are different with R32 :0 and R23 : I KA
This result should be typical of the interbase resistance RBB 

lsee
earlier description)

3 uc*t-s Disconnect all jumpers

Set all switches ',OFF,,

,r*.*.r", .r*, *,

3 on-boardSISI

3 srsz

pin I : emitter
pin2: base I
pin3:base2

A,+)\y
J

(r r t)
-:---r--r
itl
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Measurement of the peak voltage Vp, and the valley voltage and current ,VV and Iy

o Connectjumpers J45, J46, J42, the voltmeter between emitter and
ground to produce the circuit of figure B09.10

fig.80e.10

Begin with RV6 adjusted to the minimum (emitter voltage to 0 V).
Slowly increase the voltage to reach and measure the peak voltage
Vp (when this value is reached there is a sudden drop of the

voltage indicated by the voltmeter)
measure the voltage indicated by the instrument (if necessary,
repeat the last operation)
Reset the emitter voltage to 0V
connect a milliammeter in the place of jumper J42
adjusting the trimmer RV6, first increase the voltage to reach the

peak voltage, then reduce the voltage and chcck the emitter current
behavior IE

-70 -
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Q2 How does the emitter current behave?

SET
AB
I 5 the current increases linearly
2 3 the current is very small until it reaches the peak voltage, then it

rapidly increases until the voltage reaches the valley voltage
3 4 the current 16 remains at zero

4 I the current stays constant at 50 mA
4 2 none ofthe above describes what happens

o Measure the valley current and voltage
To measure these variables you must slowly reduce the emitter
voltage by adjusting the trimmer RV6, and check the behavior of
the current lp. The current Ig drops, in fact, to reach a minimum
value, then instantly drops to zero. The valley current corresponds
to this minimum value, and the valley voltage must be measured in
correspondence with this minimum.

Calculation of the intrinsic stand-off ratio

The last measurements gave the peak voltage value of the UJT. As
this voltage satisfies the equation Vp : n.VB2Bt + VD , with Vp :
threshold voltage of a silicon junction (0.5 V), calculate the intrinsic
stand-off ratio n

Q3 What is the calculated ratio?

SET
AB
I 6 n:0
2 1 n:0.5-0.8
3 5 n:l
4 2 n:10
5 3 n:100
6 4 n:5-8
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Pulse generation circuit

o Remove all the jumpers connected before and connect jumpers J40,
J43, J45, J47 to produce the circuit of figure B09. 1 I

A
J4t

I
Ir,I

*r, l'
R10 :

J45_5,x
+

B2

) 
u.rr

B1----\t,J40 d
J47

c9 R't2

fig.809.t t

e connect the oscilloscope to display the wave-form across the
capacitor C9

Q4 What is the behavior of the displayed voltage?

SET
AB
| 2 asquare-wavesignal
2 4 atriangular-wave signal
3 I adcvoltage
4 3 asaw-toothvoltage

The voltage behavior approximates to the charge and discharge law of
a capacitor, across the resistors Rlg (charging), and R12+Rg1
(discharging)

o Measure the period of the displayed signal, and calculate the
corresponding frequency

o Use the theoretical formulas to calculate the periodic time of the
RC circuit and check if this data agrees with the measured period

o Measure the peak voltage of the displayed signal and check if this
value corresponds to the one calculated theoretically, using the
value of n obtained in the last chapter (differences will be due to
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the voltage drops across the resistances Rl1 and R12)

o In the circuit, insert jumper J4l to connect trimmer RV7 in parallel
with R1g

. vary the resistance of RV7, and check if this changes the frequency
f of the signal Vg9

. keeping the value of RV7 constant, disconnect jumper J40, and
connect jumper J44, and check if the frequency has varied

Q5 From these tests, we can say that the frequency of the signal depencls
on.'

SET
AB
I 3 the supply voltage
2 5 the resistor only
3 I the capacitor only
4 2 the capacitor and the resistance
5 4 none ofthe above

o Connect the oscilloscope to display the voltages on the emitter and
across R12

o change the oscilloscope probes to display the voltages across R12
(Vgt) and on Base2

Q6 What are the wave.forms of the voltages Vg 1 and Vg2z
SET
AB
I 4 Vg1 has a triangle waveform, yB2 a sine one

2 I Vg1 has a saw-tooth waveform, yB2 a square one
3 2 Vg1 has a pulse waveform with positive peaks, Vg2 has a

pulse waveform with negative peaks
4 3 Vg1 has a sine waveform, yB2 a triangle one

3 on-board SISI Turn switch 59 "OM'

3 srsz Press "INStt
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Q7 The circuit does not operate. What is the reason?

SET
AB
t2
24
31
43

the supply voltage is missing
there is a short-circuit between emitter and Basel
there is a short-circuit between emitter and Base2
there is a short-circuit between Base2 and Basel

Turn switch 59 "Oftr"r

809.3 QUESTTONS ON THrS CHAPTER

Q8 In a UJT, the stand-o./f intrinsic ratio is used to calculctte'.

the valley voltage
the peak voltage
the interbase resistance
the valley current
none ofthe above

A saw tooth generator (fi4. 809.5) has a 4.7 K{)-resistance, a 68 nF-
capacitor, with a l2V power supply voltage. What is the period of the
signal generated i/'n : 0.6 ?

32 ps
3.2 ms
320 ps
32 ms
3.2 ps

Qe

SET
AB
l5
23
3l
42
54

SET
AB
14
23
35
4t
52
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LESSON BI0r TIIffi PUT (Programmahlo UJT')

OBJECTIVES
o The physical structure of a PUT
o To measure the typical resistances of a PUT
o Behavior of the characteristics I4-V46
o To use the PUT as a frequency divider

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
o base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV or

PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), Indir,idual Control
Unit mod.SIS 1/SIS2/SIS3 (optional).

. experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope
o function generator with differential probe

BIO.I BASIC THEORY

The PUT (Programmable Uni junction Transistor) operates like a UJT
but, unlike it, its starting current can be programmed with external
components. lt is composed of 3 junctions (PN-NP-PN) and has 3

terminals: Anode (A), Cathode (K) and Gate (G). The internal
structure and symbol for the PUT are shown in figure 810.1. The PUT
starting condition , i.e. for maximum conduction between Anode and
Cathode, depends on the Gate voltage. The Gate is the terminal by
which the PUT is programmed.

75
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Ref'er to fig.B10.2.

In the norrnal operation of a PUT there is a fixed voltage V66
between Gate and Cathode. When the voltage of the Anode V66
varies there are 3 operating regions:

BLOCKING: V46 is less than a voltage Vp - the "peak

voltage" (Vp is approximately equal to V66 plus

0.5V). In this region the anode current is very low

NEGATIVE RESISTANCE: if Vef is more than Vp, I4
increases, the resistance between A
and K drops and consequently so
does V46

SATURATION: here V46 is higher than the "valley voltage",

Vy. The resistance between A and K is positive

again. The PUT remains on until the anode
current I4 drops below the valley current, ly.

R2

R1
VGK= 

-Vcc
R1 +R2

R,I
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PUT applications

The typical applications of a PUT are similar to a UJT. rn this lesson
we'll examine the frequency divider circuit.

Consider the circuit of fig.B10.3.

Section A is an ac voltage doubler. This provides a voltage on
capacitor c2 equal to twice the power supply voltage, as illustrated in
figure 810.4.

The connection of a PUT, with an adjustable starting voltage, to this
circuit, enables capacitor c2 to discharge when the threshold voltage
of the PUT is reached. As this discharge produces a voltage pulse
across resistance R, the frequency of these output pulses is
proportional to the frequency of the input signal (figure Il10.5)

Jig.810.j

I

I

,, 
I

I

I

I

I

vouT 
I

I

fig. 810.a
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LESSON Bl0: THE PUT

Disconnect all jumpers

Set all switches tt OFFttt

810.2 EXERCTSES

3 on-board SISI

3 srsz

t21

.fig.810.6

Current - voltage characteristics I4-V46

lnsert lesson code: 810

N.B. Voltage and current measurements will be required on some
circuits. tf only a single multimeter is available this will need to be
used sometimes as a voltmeter, and at other times as an ammeter.
When used for voltage measurements, remember to short-circuit
the points of the circuit where the ammeter can be inserted.

o The pin out of the PUT 2N 6027 used in these exercises is shown in
figure B10.6

pin 1:A
pin 2: G
pin3:K

o Connect J48, J49, J53, J50 and the ammeter to produce the circuit
of figure B10.7

+Vcc

l" 
J48

-78-
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LESSON BIO: THE PUT

. Connect the oscilloscope to display the pUT gate voltage on
channel 2,andthe anode voltage on channel I

. adjusting RVg vary the Gate voltage V6, and for the different
values of Vg6 and V6, shown in the following tables, measure the
anode-cathode voltage V46 and the anode current I4 , recording
your results in the table

Vc:4V
v."(v) 0 2 4 4.5 8 t2
Var (V)
Ia (ma)

V6 8V

yr"(v) 0 2 4 4.5 8 12
Var (V)
Ia (ma)

Ql What conclusions can be clrawn.from these measurements?

SET
AB
I 2 the currents always remains constant
2 4 the current increases linearly
3 4 the current is very small until the voltage V46 is slightly

greater than V6, after which the current increases considerably
4 3 the current is zero for any voltage applied
5 I none ofthe above

o Note that the voltage Var across the PUT, when it is conducting, is
almost constant and independent of the gate voltage V6. The
conduction voltage or "valley voltage" is about I V

Frequency divider circuit

o Connect jumpers J5l, J52, J54, J49, J48, the voltmeter between the
gate of the PUT and the ground, to produce the circuit of figure
810.8
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LESSON BIO: THE PUT

.fig. 810.8

across the input apply a sine signal with a frequency of 5 KHz and
amplitude l0V pcak to peak

connect channel 1 ofthe oscilloscope across the generator
adjusting RVg increase the Gate voltage until a wave-form is
displayed across R14

Q2 What is the behavior of the displayed signal?

SET
AB
I 5 the voltage is strictly continuous
2 3 the voltage has a square-wave behavior
3 4 the voltage is zero
4 I the voltage has a pulse behavior
5 2 none ofthe above

The PUT starts conducting when the voltage across the capacitor C 1 1

is greater than the Gate voltage.

o Slowly reduce the voltage V6 and check the frequency of the pulse

on R14

For V6 less than a critical value, the PUT conducts for each cycle of
the input signal. So the frequency of the output pulses is equal to the
input frequency.

A on-boardSlSl Turn switch S11 ttONtt

3 srsz Press rrINSrr

a

a
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Q3

810.3 QUESTTONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Q4

Qs

Q6

The pulse wave-form across R 14 has disappeared. Why ?

SET
AB
I 5 the resistance R14 has been increased

2 3 the diode D1g has been short-circuited
3 2 the capacity C11 has been increased

4 I the capacity C1 t has been reduced

5 4 none ofthe above

The PUT starts conducting when:

SET
AB
I 4 the Anode voltage is greater than the Gate
2 5 the Anode currents drops
3 2 the Cathode voltage ripples
4 I the Anode voltage is greater than the Gate by about 0.5 Volt
5 3 none ofthe above

The PUT starting is programmed by which pin?

SET
AB
I 2 the Cathode
2 I the Anode
3 5 the emitter
4 3 the Base 2
5 4 the Gate

The voltage across a PUT in strong conduction is;

SET
AB
I 3 =lV
2 5 =lOV3 I equal to 0V
4 2 equal to the power supply voltage
5 4 none ofthe above

Turn switch S11 "OFF',
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LESSON Bl t: The SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier)

OBJECTIVES
o Fundamentals of SCR's
o To measure the maintenance current
o Switching with anode-gate and anode-cathode connection
o Startingcharacteristics

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
. base unit for the IPES system supply mod.PSl-PSIJ/EV or

PSLC/EV, module holder structure MU/EV), Individual Control
Unit mod.SIS 1/SIS2/SlS3 (optional).

. experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope with differential probe

820.1 BASIC THEORY

The SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier) is also known as a thyristor.
It is an electronic component with 2 stable operating states:
o In the OFF state, the current through it is very low and the SCR can

be compared to an open circuit
o in the ON state the current is high (limited only by external

resistors) and the SCR is practically a short-circuit.

The SCR is composed of 3 junctions and has 3 terminals: Anode (A),
Cathode (K) and Gate (G) (fig.Bt l.l).
The SCR operation can be summed up as follows:

1. A pulse of current is required on the gate to control the start of
heavy conduction between the Anode and Cathode

2. To keep the SCR conducting, a minimum currcnt is required
called the "maintenance)) or "holding" current

3. reducing the anode current below the maintenance value, or
reversing the bias between Anode and Cathode, cuts the device
off.

-82 -
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LESSON Bl l: SCR

fig.B11.1

Figure Bll.2 shows the main voltage-current characleristic for an
SCR with no signal on the Gate.

VAKO VBO+
SCR OPEN

Jig.B I 1.2

As you can see in the figure, the operation of a reverse biased SCR is
similar to a diode.
ln forward bias (positive anode with respect to the cathode) a small
leakage current flows across the SCR in the open state. When the
forward voltage increases, a value Vgg (break-over) is reached at

which the current starts growing rapidly, and the voltage VAK across
the SCR decreases suddenly to a very low value called the forward
ON voltage (VefO). When the thyristor conducts, it has a very low
impedance, the voltage across it is very small (a few volt) and srightly
dependent on the current. The use ofthe gate provides control of the
break-over voltage. Figure Bll.3 shows the break-over curves as
function of the gate current, while figure B 1 L4 represents the voltage-
current curve ofthe gate.

/l CLOSEDSCR

Jig. B t 1.3
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LESSON Bl l: SCR

Disconnect all jumpers

Set all switches "OFF'

BII.2 EXERCISES

A on-board SISI

3 srsz

Ql

lnsert lesson code: 811

N.B. Voltage and current measurements will be required on some
circuits. If only a single multimeter is available this will need to be
used sometimes as a voltmeter, and at other times as an ammeter.
When used for voltage measurements, remember to short-circuit
the points of the circuit where the ammeter can be inserted.

o SCR's, like transistors, can have different containers. For the SCR
used in the experiments the pin out is as follows:

CATHODE ANODE

GATE

/ig.B11.5

With the ohmmeter, set to minimum range, measure the resistance
R411 between anode and cathode of the SCR, connecting the positive

of the ohmmeter to the gate and the negative to the cathode
. reverse the bias and measure RK{

What are the measured resistances ?

SET
AB
1 5 they are close to zero
2 4 they are practically infinite
3 I RAK is high and and RKA is low
4 2 RAK is low and and RKA is high
5 3 they are between I and 10 Kf)

-84-
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LESSON Bl l: SCR

Measurement of the maintenance current I11

o Connect jumper J59, the
the circuit of figure B 1 1.6

ammeter and the oscilloscope to obtain

fig.B t t.6

o Adjust RVtO to the minimum resistance value

As the Gate is not powered yet, the SCR is still cut off, and so the
current 14 is zero

. apply a voltage to the Gate for an instant, temporarily connecting
jumper J55, and check the state of the SCR

. measure the current 14 and the voltage V4g when the SCR is

conducting
o watching the ammeter, gradually increase RVIO (and so reducing

the current I4) until the thyristor goes open circuit
. measure the minimum holding current before this cut-off occurs
. measure the voltage across the SCR when it is off

The voltage V411 across the SCR is about 0.7 V when the device is
conducting, and 12 V when it is blocking. These values confirm the
fact that the SCR behaves as a PN junction when conducting, and as

an infinite resistance when cut off.
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LESSON Bl l: SCR

a on-boardSIS| Turn switch S13 rrOA[?

3 srsz Press rrINStr

Q2

o lnsert and remove jumper J55 to pulse the gate

In which condition is the SCR now and whv ?

SET
AB
I 2 the current I4 has been increased and the SCR is conducting

2 5 the power supply has been disconnected and the SCR is OFF
3 4 there is a short-circuit between Gate and Cathode: the SCR is

OFF
4 | tg has been diminished and the SCR is ON

5 3 the connection between R17-RV16 has been disconnected and

the SCR is OFF

A on-boardSISI Turn switch Sl3 " OFF"

Q3

Switching the SCR ON and OFF using the anode-gate and anode-
cathode connections

o Change the previous circuit by disconnecting J55, and selecting
the minimum resistance for RVlg

r briefly short-circuit the points Anode-R15, by temporarily
connecting the jumper J58

What is the result of this ?

the thyristor is conducting
the thyristor conducts for short periods
the thyristor conducts but slowly turns off
the thyristor remains blocked
none ofthe above

o examine the effect of short-circuiting the Anode and the Cathode
by connecting J61

ln OFF state, the Anode is at +12 V and a connection to the Gate
provides the pulse which makes the SCR conduct. After switching on,
the Anode drops to 0.7 V. Keeping the connection, the voltage of 0.7
V on the Gate is sufficient to guarantee the ON state, and the current
can take values high enough to damage the SCR. The current t6 is

limited by the resistance RtS. A short-circuit between anode and

SET
AB
l3
24
31
45
52
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cathode removes the anode current, causing the SCR to tum otr.

connect jumper J60, and repeat these operations evaluating the state
of the SCR with the help of the lamp in the circuit.

Switch-on characteristics

o Produce the circuit of fig.B I 1.7, connecting jumpers J56, J57 , J60,
the ammeter and the voltmeter (or the oscilloicope)

o adjust trimmer RV9 to the minimum, to obtain zero V611
o increase the value of v66 adjusting the trimmer RV9 until the

SCR starts conducting (lamp on)
. measure the threshold voltage v61 which makes the thyristor

switch
o when the SCR conducts, disconnect RV9 by removing J56, and

note that there is a current through R16 from gate to cathode

The voltage present across the G-K junction causes a leakage current
through the resistance R16 from the gate to the cathode

811.3 QUESTIONS ON THIS CHAPTER

Q4 An SCR starts conducting when;

SET
AB
I 5 the voltage V46 is greater than the Breakover voltage Vgg
2 3 the voltage V46 is less than Vgg
3216<0
4 I I4<Ig
54I4<0

/ig. B t 1.7
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Qs

Q6

Q7

l|/hich switch
Bt t.8'?

SET
AB
t2 14

24 13

31 12

43 11

must be pressed to switch the SCR on and c2lJ' in figure

./ig.B t t .8

The SCR is dilferent Jiom a common rectifier diode becattse:

SET
AB
I 3 it conducts between

reverse direction.
2 I It conducts il

cathode, there
and cathode

3 5 it can handle larger currents
4 2 it conducts only for voltages less than the threshold voltage
5 4 it conducts only for negative voltages

A thyristor turns olf, if :

SET
AB
I 4 the anode-cathode current takes high values
2 | the anode-cathode current drops below the maintenance current

Ig
3 2 the gate pulse is removed
4 5 a capacitor is connected in parallel
5 3 a lOQ-resistance is connected in series with the SCR

anode and cathode as well as in the

with a positive anode compared to the
is a sufficient positive pulse between gate
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LESSON BI2;

The DIAC:
o Physical structure
o To determine the characteristic of a DIAC
o To display the voltage-current characteristic on the oscilroscopeo To use a pulse generator DIAC

The TRIAC:
o To check the bidirectional conduction
o To test the switching modes

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
o base unit for the IpES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSUiEV or

PSLC/EV, module holder structure vuznV), Indil.idual control
Unit mod.StS l/StS2/SI53 (optional).

o experiment module MCM3/EV
o multimeter
o oscilloscope with differential probe

BI2.I BASIC THEORY

The DIAC

The DIAC is a device consisting of two pNpN sections connected in
anti-parallel, as indicated in figure Bl2.la

./ig.812.1

The two differences compared to a SCR are:

1. DIAC conduction does not require a purse applied to the gate, but
only on a voltage threshold between terminais T1 and T2

DIACS and TRIACS

OBJECTIVES

LNSSON BI2: DIACS and TRIACS

+
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LESSON B12: DIAC E TRIAC

2. in a DIAC, conduction can be in both directions.
These characteristics are shown in the voltage-current curve of figure
812.2.

fig.812.2

In the segment (1) of the characteristic, the DIAC behaves as open
switch, for either bias direction. When the voltage exceeds the value
Vg6 (Break over), the current starts increasing and the voltage drops

to V*.
ln segment (2) of the characteristic, the voltage drop occurs in a very
short time, during which the DIAC has a negative resistance. When
the voltage becomes lower than the minimum value V- the DIAC

becomes open circuit again.
The circuit of figure 812.3 shows an oscillator circuit using a DIAC.

/ig. B 12.3

The capacitor charges through Rl up to the instant t1. At this instant

the voltage of the capacitor equals the voltage Vg6 and the DIAC
starts conducting strongly. The capacitor discharges down to the value
V- (instant t2), when the DIAC switches back to open circuit. The

cycle can now start again.
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The TRIAC

A TRIAC is also different from the SCR, being bidirectional, ie it can
conduct in both directions. The symbol for a TRIAC is represented in
figure 812.4 and its characteristic V-I is shown in figure B 12.5.

./ig. B I 2.4 fig. Bt 2.s

As shown in figure 812.6, the TRIAC can be represented as the union
of two SCRs, a P type and an N type.

Jig. B 12.6

the intemal structure is shown in figure 812.7, which shows the P and
N regions, and also the three electrodes : G, MT1 and MT2.

The region between two terminals MT1 and MT2 is composed of a
PNPN structure, connected in parallel with a similar NPNP structure
(figure B12.8), like joining two SCRs in anti-phase.

)tI2

i
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LESSON B12: DIAC E TRIAC

./ig.812.7 Jig.8t2.8

With no signal to the gate, the device is always cut off, because there
is always a reverse biased diode:
If Vy12, VMTI the junction N2P1 guarantees the blocking state. In
the reverse direction cut off is ensured by the junction NZPZ.

Conduction can start when the voltage between the electrodes MT1
and MT2 exceeds the threshold value, on the application of a positive

or negative current pulse to the control electrode. Conduction can
occur in both directions: when MT1 is positive with respect to MT2,
the layers P2N2P1N1 provide the conduction path, while when MT2
is positive with respect to MT1, current flows in the layers P1N2P2N4

(figure 812.9).

fig.812.e
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TRIAC characteristics

<Firing> the TRIAC (ie starting conduction)can be achieved with the
bias voltages seen in figure Bl2.l0.

/ig. Bt2.t0

The TRIAC characteristics are similar
Br2.l1).

to those of the SCR (figure

Jig. B 12.1 I

812.2 EXERCISES

Determining the characteristics of a DIAC

o Connect jumpers 173, J72, J74, the ammeter across J6g, the
oscilloscope across the DIAC (to measure the voltage) to produce
the circuit of {tg.BlZ.l2

3 acu-s Disconnect all jumpers

3 on-boardSIS| Set all switches " OFFU

3 srsz lnsert lesson code: Bl2
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LESSON B12:DIAC E TRIAC

J73

coM -->

.fig.812.12

with the powcr supply in the circuit, the circuit voltage can be
varied from 12 to 42 Vdc
measure the current and voltage of the DIAC for different values
of the power supply voltage as in the following table:

. note the avalanche voltage Vgg for which the DIAC starts

conducting. Check if the ON voltage across the DIAC depends on
the current.

At what voltage values does the DIAC start conducting?

SET
AB
16 -2Y
2 4 2-4Y
3l 4-8V
4 5 8-10V
5 3 10-25 V
6 2 25-35 Y

Displaying the DIAC V-I characteristic on the oscilloscope

. Connect jumpers J1l, J68, J75, and connect the oscilloscope as
indicated in the figure Bl2.l3

Q1

Vdc (V) t2 20 28 30 5Z 34 36 38 40

I (ma)

vD (v)
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Q2

Jig.B 12.13

. set the oscilloscope to X-y mode; l0 V/div on the y_axis; 10
V/div on the X-axis; center the trace on the screen

o the X-axis shows the voltage across the DIAC, while the y-axis
represents the current through the circuit (proportional to the
voltage present across R22)

V[/hat are the.features oJ the displayed characteristics?

SET
AB

I 5 it is a straight line with a positive slope
2 I it is a straight line with negative slope, and only for V<0
3 2 the current becomes zero only when V reaches Vg6
4 3 the current is zero until the supply vortage reaches the avalanche

voltage VBO
5 4 it has a sine wave behavior.

o Measure the positive and negative amplitudes of Vg6
o calculate the difference between VBO+ and Vgg_

(As a DIAC is not perfectly symmetrical, there can be a difference of
a few volts between the size of Vg61 and Vgg_)

? on-board SISI Turn switch 53 "ON'

3 srsz Press t'INS"
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Q3 The voltage across the DIAC has changed. Ilthat has happened?

SET
AB
I 2 the power supply voltage has dropped
2 4 the circuit is powered by a dc voltage
3 5 the load resistance has been increased
4 I the load resistance has been reduced
5 3 the power supply voltage has increased

From this we can note that when the DIAC is conducting, its voltage
drops when the load resistance drops, ie more current is supplied.

A on-board SISI Turn switch 53 "OFtr"'

The DIAC pulse generator

o Produce the circuit of fig.B12.14, connecting the jumpers J69, J70,
172, J73, J74

Jig.B t 2.1a

o Measure the frequency and amplitude of the voltage pulses present
across the Cl3

The frequency of the pulses is determined by the charging of capacitor
C13 throughRZZ. The current pulses through the DIAC are limited by
the resistance of R21

172
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LESSON BI2: DIACS and TRIACS

Q4 Llthat happens if the power supply is inverted?

the DIAC is damaged
the power supply will overheat
the frequency of the pulses increases
the frequency ofthe pulses decreases
the amplitude of the pulses doubles
the circuit produces negative pulses

Checking bidirectional conduction in a TRIAC

Qs

SET
AB
l6
24
3l
45
52
63

o Produce the circuit of fig.Bl2.l5 connecting jumpers J66, J65, J76
and connect the oscilloscope as indicated

/ig.B t 2.15

o connect jumper 162 and observe how and when the TRIAC is
conducting

. disconnect the gate by removing the jumper J62

How does the TRIAC behave?

it conducts up to the first zero crossing point of the supply
voltage

5 it remains conducting always
4 it conducts only for the positive half-waves
3 it conducts only for the negative half-waves
6 it turns off instantly
I none ofthe above

SET
AB
t2

2
J

4
5

6
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. Connect jumpers J65, J66, J76 to produce the circuit of fig.
Bt2.t6

fi9.81 2. 1 6

. connect jumper J62 and check the reading on the voltmeter

Q6 What can you conclude from the voltages observed across the TNAC
and the resistance RZO ?

SET
AB
I 2 the power supply voltage is on and the TRIAC conducts
2 I the gate circuit has been disconnected
3 5 the circuit between the TRIAC and R26 has been disconnected

4 3 the TRIAC has been short-circuited
5 4 the value of R2g has been doubled

C on-boardSISL Turn switch S20 "OFF"

J62

J63

Rt9

A on-board SISI Turn switch S20 tt ONrt

Press "INSt'
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. remove all jumpers in the card

. connect jumpers J64, J67, J76 to reverse the terminals MT2 and

MTt
o connect jumper J62, and observing the voltages across the circuit,

see if the TRIAC conducts
o disconnect jumper J62 and connect J63 and examine the operation

of the circuit.

811.3 QUESTIONS ON THrS CHAPTER

Q7 The DIAC consists of two PNPN sections which are connected;

SET
AB
I 2 in series
2 3 in parallel
3 1 in antiparallel

Q8 A TRIAC is a switch which can be controlled..

SET
AB
I 3 only with positive pulses
2 5 only with negative pulses
3 I with alternating positive and negative pulses
4 2 with negative or positive pulses
5 4 only with high frequency pulses

Q9 A TRIAC can be thought as:

SET
AB
1 5 two Zener diodes in antiparallel connection
2 I two germanium diodes and silicon diodes in series
3 4 two inductances connected in parallel
4 3 two SCR diodes connected in antiparallel
5 6 two UJT diodes connected in antiparallel
6 2 two PUT diodes connected in antiparallel

Q10 Conduction in a DIAC is caused by :

SET
AB
| 4 a voltage threshold has been exceeded
2 3 a current threshold has been overcome
3 5 applying a sine wave ac voltage
4 | the power supply circuit being intemrpted
5 2 the zero crossing point of the power supply voltage
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APPENDIXA : IIATA SHEETS

o Germanium diode: OAgl
o Silicon diode:
o UJT
o PUT
o SCR
o TRIAC
o DIAC

lN9l4
2N2646
2N6027
TIC 47

: T2301D
D3202



AppendixA:DataSheets

POINT CONTACT DIODE
Cerma.Eium diode in all-glass DO-7 envelope i-urended for general purpose!.
MECHAMCALDATA

DO-7

,?,
mot

Vp ma.r. 90 V
VnRU mar. tt5 V

Ip max. 50 mA
IpnU m,ar. 150 mA
IpSU m.rx. 500 mA
TstS -S5 to +75 t
Tamb -55 ro +75 oC

Dimenatona lo mm

0.55 oclmw

Taml .60 oC

typ. 0.1 V
0.05 to 0.2 V
typ. 1.05 V
0.55 to 1.8 V
typ. t.9 V
0.9 to 3.lS V

l! |

tlrnl'r 
Ilrllt

fus.r J
| 6rn

Frn. runttnt rdti

Thc coloured bend ladlcatcs the cathodc

RATINGS Limttlng valucsla accordaaccwltlthcAbsolutc Maxlmuarsysrem (IEc 134)

Average reverlc voltage (avcragcd
over any 50 ms pcriod)

Rep€ritivc pcak revcrsc voltagc
Averagc fonrard culrent (avcragcd

over any 50 mr pcriod)
Repctittvr pcak forward currrnt
Non-rcp.titive pcat torward currlnt (t < I s)
Storagc tempcrantrc
Opcrartng arnbieot tcmpcrarure

THERIT{AL RESIIITA!{CE

From Junction to ambrenr tn frea air

CHARACTERISTICI

ForTrrard voltaca

IF = 0.1 mA

lP' = t0 me

IF ' 30 mrt

Rever3c currcnt
vR=1.5v

vR= lov

Vn= zsv

vn=toov

Vp

Vp

Vg.

In

Ip

Ig

Ig

Rth j-a

Tamb'25 rc
typ. 0.I8
0.1 to 0.25

rvp. 1.2
0.65 to 1.9
tYPr 2,1
I.0 to 3.3

rvp.
0.3 to

ryp.
0.5 ro

lyp.
5.5 to

ryP.
10 ro

1.5
7

4

ll
10

lE0
75

275

typ. I5
6ro {5

ryp. 20
9to 60

ryp. I 15

35 to 260
typ. 190

60 ro 450

gA
tto^
gA
gA
PA
!A
yA
,rA



AppendixA:DataSheets

TYPES tt{9t4, lllgt4A, tt{gl{8, ltgl5, ttgl!, ttgtlA, iltgl0B, ttlg!'

'',::.?I.r:*l:*:':3::

rYrchanical dat.

FAST SWITCHING OIODES

o RugEcd Ooublr-Plug Con$ruction
Eheric.l Equivthntr

1N914. . . 1N414a... 1Na53t
1N914A...1Nt146
lN91'f8. . . lNt.t.tB
1Ngr6. . . 1N4149
1N916A.. . 111illl7
lN916B.: . lN4algl

ooublc.plug conlttuclron atlord, intlgr.l EEatilra contet: bv 6aa6r of I tharmrt compradion bond Morrtura.f.eo
s6bilirY ir mprrd through hlrmtic raling. Tha coallicianB ot thrmal lxoanson ol thc gtc car erd 6la dumct
plu9. ara cloiy matchad to rllow artrama tamparatu.a arcuRionr. Hot.sld.?dipDad laadi ar. tEndard.

abolut! flrramrrn r.tinr at tpacitird fit+rir trmFr.Era

rN9la
tNglaA
lNetat

tN915
lNgtl

'tN9tca
tNer6a

1 Ngt7 UNIT

WoTtrnC Pa.t R.v.o Voltr. from -65"C to I sO"C 7q' 50' ta 30'
ll (or b.low] 25'C 75' /a 75. 50'
rr tSdc l0' t0' l0' r0'

Pr* Slro Cunmr. t S6rtd .r 2!'C lsr Nor.2' 500' 500 500' 300
Continuo{r Potr? Oiraioation .t {o, oalow) 25"C (S.a Nora 3l 250' 250' 250
Op.nline Fr+Air f.rilatatura Raoo ro 175
Storto Trmmtura tlmc -55 to 200'
Le.d f.mF rtu?. l/lE lnch from Car ror lO S.condr 300

'JEOCC.irEfO!

lofGt: I tho rdq ilQ N Sl.- Gairirscclr undt , -nrldrt aCXa nar.ti*d tr.r-. ,.6 7arN. rc-.
L nd vlsi Slv lo, . onlEill Ee.rhia ftl- r.6 6a drG- at ac.erdr.t s6.t esr'Vrea ,ha-,rrdt c.,o7 ro

lia att.
!. o-r!. r,crtv ic l rt'c tr-..f r6Fdvr. .a 6a rar 6t l.a, nwr'c.

c^rr{ool txo ra oalo?to aY colot laio 1]

ll

il

ii

t

l._.
--a-

GfrE-5a50ag

Avrrrqr Fcttird Forua.d Curronr (Sor Notr
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2N2646 (sucox)

2N2647

PN UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOFSSILICON ANNULAR PN

UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS

degrgned fO. !s rn Outg and trmrng CfCurts. gnslng ctrcurtr and
thyrr5lqr 111qqff ctrcuitt Theg devrce! leatutal

. Low Peak Pornr Cqrrenr - 2 0 !A (Max)
a Low Emrtter Reverg Current - 200 nA (Mar)
. Parslvated Surface lo. Relrabtlrtv and lJnlformrty tr

stalric 
1

PIAi'

a Y,*-tl\,/\>Y
stYtt t:

llt l. Eltrttt
,. t^ll I
t. taa I

'MAXIMUM RATINGSTIl = 2f C g6r.t.orh.iwrr not.d.t

P.trnl Sy6ba Uhi
Po{r Orlif tron l l Po ]{X'
RMS €mrtrar Cu.rant FIFM<I 50

P.at Pulaa E6!(tr C!.radr t2| ,E 20
Efi{'!r Ravarr Voitrgt vB2E f,0 vo lti
l^rlrua vorraga vB2B t l6 Voltr
Opar.tr^9 Junctr06 f amrr.tuo Flt^{a r {5 ro r?5
Stora, T.frBiatu.a Ran!. 45 !o il5 oc

'Ind'.rr.r JEOEC R.g[tr.d D.ta
l1I Offara 3.0 m$tioc,aocrr rn ambdi r.mfr.tqra. Tha total lpri drratlloon

(.v.rl.bl. pw, ro Emr(tai.nd 6.a.Tst fiurt b trd{td til th. arrarnal qrcutry,
I 2l CrPc.to. d[chargr - 1 0 cF or t I, 30 volt! or lan.
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2N164IL, 2N2617 (continu.d)

'lndrori JEOEC ntlrru.d O.ra,

Notat:

{ll lnt?rnrc rtanol, rtrro,
a,,rirlinrd bV rOorroa:

vP-vF
n.-

vg2it
Wlr,a Vp . P!.t Poi.t Efrifi.t Voh.la
' VBzEI . Inrrbr Volrlt

VF . Emitt, ro Baaom J!rcton O,oda Orop
(-O.3VO l0rA)

12) Lha al! lGlurQo: nY c 30O ri, dury cyct. < 2l to .vord
,ntrrul haatrng d{ to rntlba! mdutttoa whrch my .agtt rn
ar.on€ua .aadin9r.

13) 8e*Oal P!.1 Pqlx Vott.t r! r.lrxl 16 or.uri ot Fiqqra 3.
Thit lociliot6a ri uad to a6a.a mrnraum Bl! amDlrtuda tot
.pfllidtroo 

'6 SCFI li?inE crcurtr a^d orl r tyB! of pstg orcu.tr,

FICUR' I
u r{rJuilcr rox Ytar{tlttot SYiaol.

aNo raot c,lcttruta
tsa

rrGUil2
srarrc E MIYTtt cHleacrERt3rtc

cunvEl
l€t.lgrarad to Shor O.hhl
Va

FIGURE 3 - V6g1 tEaY CliCUtT
ITygol FlaLraapi OEtlLrorI

V1

Velt ,".;nU\-
itt
20rl

'ELECTRICAT CHARACTERISnCS (Ta . ZS9C unr.{ orkw,r nor..t.)

Clr[driri. Symbl Min ly, Mrr Unn
latinDc Stan(b,t Frio

lVg61 . 16 Y1 11,1o,. t, ,{284a
2N2g'

4
056
06a

0.75
0E2

lnlf,E- Fleatnc
(vB28r ' 3.0 v, l€ . 0,

rB8 a1 70 9.t

l^lrbr fl.e[aE familwr Codtro.nr
(vg2c1 - 3.0 V. lE . 0, rA . -55oC ro il2!PCl

o.EB o.t 0.9 rPc

EmIU Saturarbn Voliat
lVg2g1 . l0 V, lE . g, .iA) (Nor. 2)

v€gt lEt, 3.5 Voitt

MoarLl.d lntrbl Cg.rnt
lvB2!t . lO V. lE . Cl m^l

lB2tmt l5

E6rn, R?fr Cur.ant
lvg26 - 30 v. 151 - Ol 2N26.6

ztt?il'

leB20
0m5
0.ma

12

0.2

Pali Pornt E6rtt( Currbt
lvg2g1 . 25 vl 2N2eaa

2N 26a7

P
10
l0

r.0
2.0

Vallav Pomt Cs.ra6t
ivg61 ' & v. FBZ' lo oh6) lruor. 2, 2N26at

2N26.'
a0
8.0

60
l0 l8

B.rO{ P!.t Pul{ Volt.,
{Nol.3. Fiour.3l 2N26aa

2N76.7

voBt
3.0
6.0

50
70

N{aha
il- !.tsrario

E 6ln, to
8a--t

Cm-ilrnE
i u.,,- ,o,., I.':l-a

Curofr.
Fafo

Vg

vr2l t

I
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2N6027 (srucoN)

2N6028

961--.'*tt-' SI LICON
PROGBAMMAELE UNIJUNCTION

TRAAISISTORS

4{! VOLrS
375 m'fl

SILICON PROGRAMMABLE
UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS

desrgned to e.able lhe engrneet to program unUunctton char-
lcteflstics such as Fl B g, ,, t V. and lp by 66r€ ty slectrng Mo reststor
values. Applrcatton rncludes thyflstor-tlggat, orcrllatOr, pul* and
!imrng crcults. Thes d€vrces may als ba urd :n sp&tal thyilttor
appircatrons due to the avarlabrlity of an anode gata. Supglied in a6
netpenlrva TO 92 plastrc packrqe for hrgh.volqma requrromentr, thrs

packaga rs readtly adaplablr tor uE rn automattc rn*rtron filulpmeni.

P.ogrammabls - R BB, n, lV dnd tp

Low On.State Vortags - I 5 VoltsMarrmum@ lp = 56 -^
Low Gale to Anode Leakage Current - lO nA Maximum

Hrqh Peak Outpur votrage - I I Volts Typrcat

Low Ollrt Voltage - 0 35 Volt Typrcat (FlG = 1O k ohmil

a

a

a

a

a

MAXIMUM FATINGS
R.lra Symh.l Untr

Powa. Ortlroat,ont l,
Oer6t. Abovc 25oC

Pp.

1t0 JA

375
50 ilw/oC

OC Forw.'d Anod. Cu.r.nrt2)
D.r.h Ab.vt 25oC

T 200
261 mA/oC

'DC Grt. Cu.r.nt lG e5O

Rrfttrv. P?al Fo.ward Current
l0O!r Pui{ Wdtn, I 09a Oury Cyct.

. ?o ri Pul{ wrdth, t 0a outY cYctt

TRM
rO

Afig
Non.Rlftnvt Plrl Fomld Csrront

lO !t Pulr r'Vadth

lTsM 50

. Gata to C.rhoda Foma.d Vott{. VGKF {0
'Gatt to Carhoda Flavarg Vottaqa VGKR -5 0
. G.t! ro A^odr FllwE Voltaga VGAR 4O Vott
. Anoda ro C.thoda Vottqa !40
Of ratrng Jurctroo lafiFaratur! Rt^t rr -50 to . l0O oc

. Storrgl froqnrun Rrnqr -55 ro .1 50 oC

' I 
^Crc.t.r JEOEC R{ril.rd O.t.

( I ) JEOEC B{rrrd O.o ,. 3OO 6W. d...trnC .i a O aW/oC
qUE O€C i.rail.r6 O.r 'r ! 60 na

r^-l

STYLE ] 6.
PII{ I ANOOE

2, GATE
L CATH00€

casE 29.02
TO 92
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2N6027, 2N6028 (continuedl

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS IT 2SoC unless

lndic.ri JCOEC F.Cr.!r€ O.U
FIGUNE I - €LECTN'CAL CHARACTEiIZATIOII

rA PF06nAC{A8t€ UnlJUlCIl0t
,u rN p806BAX , n€SlST0iS

r8 - E0urv^rENI rEst crf,culr F0n
F(GUil I A U5E0 F0i EL€CtfuClt
cHAnActERtsTtcs TEsl{6

rArs0 sE€ tr6uf,t ?,

FIGUHE 2 - P€Al( CUnBENT llpl TES' CIRCUIT FTGUAE 3 - Vo Atrao I, TES? CtFCU|T

thwis noledl
Frauo Svmbol Mir ivp Mar Ufiit

'P.at Cc..!nt
lvs . l0 Vdc. R6 . I 0 Mll) 2N6027

2N602E
IVS = l0 Vdc, RG . t0 k ohmrt 2N6O2,

2N6028

2.9, r r tp

r25
008

40
o.70

20
0. r5

5.O
l.o

Oll9c1 Y611"4
lvs = lO vdc. Rc . I 0 urll 2N6O2,

?N6028.
IVS . lO Vdc, RG - lO r ohmil iBorh Tvp.rl

I

0.2
o2
0.2

0.70
0.50

0.3s

1.6
0.6

0.6

Vallay Cu.rant
(VS. l0 vdc, RG. l.O Mo) 2N6027

2N6028
(VS . lO Vdc. RG . l0 k ohnr) 2N6027

2N60?t
{vS . l0 Vdc. Rc . 20o Oh6!l 2N6027

2N6028

1.4.5.

10
25

t5
t.0

IE
!8

270
270

50
23

re to And L..l€a Cu.rana
IVS . 40 Vd€, TA . 25oC, Cathod. Ornl
( vS . 40 Vdc, TA . 75oC, Crthod. Op.n,

lcAo
r0
3.0

rO

Gaia to Cathoda L!.tag. Curadt
IVS " 40 Vdc, Anodr to C.thod. Shorr.d)

lcKs 5.0 50 nAdc

'Forw...l Volt.gr llf . 56 -^ ,"*, 1.6 0.8 t5 Voltt
P!.1 Osirut Votiqa

{V8,20 Vdc. CC. O2 rFl
3,1 6.0 It

Pulr Voll4r Bir f id
{VB=20Vdc.CC.O2!F)

3 40 80

'vB

G

rc - EtEctSt6lt cHAtAgIEFTSTTCS

\
0.6v l:r=l,F

Chrrurrnrc
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rYPES TIC44,
P-N++{ PIA}UR S[.t(oil RtvEnst{locilllc

!!!!gJt rrYrr$onr

600 tttll N o i!0 ttrr 200 VOtTt
Ruggrd,0nrPi*r (onrtrrrtbr rilt Shndaa IO.IS loodal pln (irch

Ttc45, TIC/,,,TrcA7
IRIODT I}IYRITIORS

m*tmlol dofr

Eii1
EI
gil

!i
i!Ir
a

:
I

If:f fry.,.*l on rncopslqtrd rn o plorrk compomd prdllelly drigmd for rhtr pu.por., uring o
highly modonircd prau d*dopod by frror lndrumrntr Ihr or rill -itttrrora otar'ing'6rparotl-
wilhovt d.{omorid. ThE daico .*ibi, lrobL chorwtrrrrlo undr h{h.lloidiy qd-irionr cnd orc
copobb ol mcnog i\llt.STD.2O2C mlhod l06L lho rhyri.ron @ tnmrtti ro ltgftr.

obslulo mlmrri rathgr cve cF.tlnt frro<h lrnrrrnra Enro (mlaa. cilifttr. tra,t d)

(arinuu fomal llodhr lolrq., Vb ltr i.t ll 30 o !o I
lEt fomd Ldht l.lh|. (5. Xd I !0 o lm 2E(miM ltn L&t Volrlt Vrc t!. th l) o ro v
Mllml.dil|f.ltaG.l.rl] 30 o 26 v
CorirE h- fdri trra g frr; ttt(eJ.iltilr(t Llt! a0 nA
(o{tim fra h.rd Oflra lx t-) r.(

IGllTf.A-n(Lr..lrl !o nl
ru!l. liat ffi(rtrtll.. (!rE-liU r lr

5.brl 5t'( (c lrym |!. Lt 4l {tr ml
ldf!-!u.rOirlLl.rt a I
h*Gcllfnt YdtA v
hot 6.n ffi O.r- lrth llllt < 30 qf I I
td edr tmr ohitlli. (2uh fiart < JO 4rl I I
oFElh ft*AL lltFdn f.r- -55 h t?J
lluqhptnfcf -tthl .(
Lrot lf,qrilr )i lnd lilnior h. lO tror* 0 .(

reIIn l. h*trr- ht i-,klr. S I r{f
I nil ra- tlt t, .tu j. Ffr,in dti td ta- tt.( aai cd{ i f,F ,.
t. ni tr rlr lr.ah k F- nt dE td h tt.( ail E*l b flF (
t. nh ilh q b .ri- aiHr * ,{irra+ &, rkki Fah i{ rhh rd. [a rr.( kt 3dq b nF r,,. nL rd- DL. t -}rtHd-'e i- E ho h Fftf - l,x-) d*d'. ffi H{ i.i - - 

H d.lQ.r h t#a fr ft tr l. ffi i rlid nd athr

Itl_alcl.tdi

1I

Texrs lxsrRuuexrs

Y

t



IYPES TI(//,,
p-il++t plAil R Stltcoil REyERSENtoflmo

il0t5, llcfi,nu7
TNNDE TIIYRISIORS

PArAflt?tl ruArg;t5tr? txtornenox

v:o n a
vro.4

I1

0.
l1

\oLlAGt w^w'OtL3 Vs'lov
lr

olr'l',i

flo(tl t-Illxat lll

l. ti. h E t da ,a d .tb tr.*a ryta a
rt- aa.- ta.rt..F

t. n lI, r-iil a ,lp I t lL tat-tl nrirt{.1
r.<ai.rr2rE

(, r*- n 
-rd 

. . rt{Ei lt tb ,rat-aa
dffio I, S ta r, tri > !arO, q < ttr,

,. lO b.h.. tt U ilIt'., ..f--d tt.td

lg

nr

nryrl.,
r..bI-

tlo

,routt t-corfl,llnra nnxat nI

L hlr Fi.r b ,t I lr - ndrru a til- .
..4 il r.raf, da tt ||[.ff ffi b =
ta r I t, It.td.' tl,. tL ra.rh I tr d,,
c>t,E

,. ltlrh..|.tbh=tr

I
l-tr-t

wa\trlorl.t

,'l

nr orct l

Yu'O
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TrlE

T2300, T2301, 72302 Serlca

Z5-A Sensitive-Gate Silicon Triacs
Moditi€d TO-205 Package lor AC Pow€r Switching
Faanr-
. NOv, 125 O.g. C T!Op.n ng
a tiiqh tvtdt end dilttt Cap.bthtY
a Lor Sw,lcrrrng L6t,t
. tltgtl Pulsc Curnna Caoebilill
a Lov Foryarl and Rovarsa Lealagc
a Srpos Orrdr Grrst Multtlayu Petsuat/on Syttam
a Advencad Unls,urtrcc Conttructon
a Prcc,sa lon lmplsnlad Dillusto, sourct

fho RCA-T?A[ TzC}l f230g sefl6 trEcs 8ru galronlrcllad
lull-wlva Erlicon ac awilchaa thil ata dalgnld lo switch
trom an on-St!t! to an on-ltrrc lor aithar polaflty ol appliad
voltlgo rith poliliv! or nagaliva grla tnggeflng volllga.

Tha grta srnlniyity ol th6a lnrc! p.rmrtl tha usc ol eco
nomrcal trlngrstonzrd conttol orcult! and annenc6a th€it
use In low-powaa phr!&control and load-iwitching
applicrlion!.

MAIlf UU RAIINGS. ABoiuF Maxtmum v alu.a:
I rtA (l.a
a nA C.a

t0 ir^ O.a

vo@ l TJ'-aolo r25'c ...... -...
l;11sy fs r g!'Q

For oth, condnEm
I EI] For om cyda ol rppli, 9ancrprl vollrga

60 Hz (xnusd.l)
!t(, Hz {snB.Ll}
Mm t']rn oc crcL ot rpglrd pnnoD.l rc|t4f, ., . . ., . . . .,,

d/dt Vo= Vm los 50 mA t, - 0.1 4
l.l lAt 7c t pm lor tr|El:

l=20m.........
=25m .........
-0.5mt ..,..,,,.

l@'; For ll/trllu
Poa P!.1 (Fq 'l ,r lu- loilS I A(pIk)

Tc - 6o'C
rr = 25'C

TzlC TZnA T238 tzr l:Zil r230t
T230if T2totl Tzlo(a lzroro TzE'rr ?zto1tt
T&U 1&A fzt,!' @ TZE rzrcil.

50 rot 2flt @ 8@ E00

Filc Numb€r 91 1

tEnlrxlt DElroxattoaat

-{fr.6,
- (o o)..-\J

t-r;

SxFigi345

25

Nvt

Azs

Si Fig!. E7
100 

-

Att
A'l

4.3

,2.
.1-
,1_
1O

0.15

- 
0.05 

-

-{rlor5{r--?.iI
7t

Ounng slorr,rg lor 'l 0 a muimum
tt 6arna : l/]C ir. (1,5t mEl tm sling plam ... . . . ...

AFor q0r po[nv ot mm lminrl 2 volbea lvrd wi6 raimm ro run ta.ilinat t
rFor adf, polsily or g[r Efirga (vd -th rot m (, mn rmanr, t.
lFry lmptntur ronrmt ra{a.mcr !|oin! !- Oirtana$d Ouiina

-{Oto !A

z5

225-
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Trlica

T2300, T2301, T23O2 Serlee
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
At Merrmum Bating! Unlur Othrrui!. Sp.cifild md !t lndicrtrd C.r Tlmprrtur. ITC)

CHARACTEHISTIC

LIMlTS

UNITS
FOR ALL TYPES

Erclpt il Sp.cifird
Min. Tvo. Max.

IDROM':
Gata opon, TJ = 1 25o C, VOnOU . Mat. tatcd vrlur o.2 0.75 mA

ir=10 A(peakl. T.-25oC 1.7 2.2

IHO-, (Sa, F,gs. I tl ,0)
Gate open, lnitial principal current.l5O mA (dc).

vp=12 V, Tc=25oC
1T2300, T2301 lserie:l
( T2302'srri.3)

2
7

5

l5 mA

dv/dr (Com6utaring,' (Sea Fig. 14)

uD"voRoM, l11pir51=2 5 A, mmmutating dildt'1 33 A'/m''

gate unenerqrzed, TC= ZO'C 0.5 V /L/s

dv/dt (Oll.:tatel^:
vD=VOROlr1, exponentral voltagc rise. gate open

Tc r tl50ClT?300, T2301 !eri!!l
Tc = 125oC (T2302 sertcsl

3

6

5

r0

f GT", (Sec Figs. t1 & tzt
vD= l2 V dc, BL=30 t!. rC=25oC

i.4odc VlAt2 V6

| 
| p6srrrve polrlrve

T2300 :erer
T2301 ee/ra:

T2302:etrcr

lll- neganve negatrv!

T2300 serier

T2301 setig
T2302 seticr

l- positiv? negalrvr
T230O sertcl
T2301 sertcr

T2302 serirt

lll' negattvG Dorlrva
T2300 seric:
T2301 scricl
T2302 scricr

I

I

3.5

1

I
3.5

2

2

1

I

7

3
4

r0

3
4

r0

3

4

l0

3

4
l0

VcT^t, (S..Fig. 13)

vo. l2 V dc. RL=30 (1. Tg'25o9'
vo'voROM, FL'125 ll. Tc'125oc 0. r5 : ,:

tgr, (5.. Fi9.16)
,o'vDROM, 161-60 mA. tr'O ,l pt, iT'10 A(pcak).

Tc'250c 1.8 2.5 gt

RrJc,
Steady.st6tr 8.5 ocnl,

(T23m S.rl..l
JA:F6

150

A For rnlr Fierrty ol drn lGmrnal 2 sllagr lVMt?l wiah rllnanca lo main tatmmal I

' Fo. e,rh* Elrzrty ol gata wll.ga (VG I walh rala?rnca to d.rd trmraal l,
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